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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

1.11 General remarks 

Photoelectronn spectroscopy (PES) has made an important contribution to our knowledge 

off  the electronic structure of molecules. In the present thesis, this experimental method is 

appliedd to obtain detailed information on the electronic and sometimes vibrational character 

off  excited states in some small polyatomic molecules. In addition to spectroscopic 

characterization,, this technique is also used to study the dissociation dynamics occurring after 

multiphotonn excitation of H2. 

Inn the first PES experiments, the molecule under study was excited with a single VUV 

photonn to a virtual level above the ionic ground state, resulting in the loss of an electron and 

formationn of an ion in a specific state [1]. On the basis of the momentum conservation law 

andd the large mass difference between the ion and the electron, it can be seen that virtually all 

kineticc energy released in the ionization process is carried off by the photoelectron. Therefore, 

thee energy balance for the interaction of a molecule with a photon with energy hv is given by 

MnternaJ,moleculee "»"  XlV — It-molecule ~i~ ^internal.io n "  i^kii^electro n 

wheree the ionization energy, IE, is the minimum energy required to ionize the molecule from 

itss ground state. This equation shows that, when the photon energy is known, the internal 

energyy of the ions can be determined by analyzing the kinetic energies of the electrons. 

Dependingg on the photon energy available, electrons from different valence molecular orbitals 

mayy be removed, so that generally several bands are observed in the photoelectron spectrum. 

Eachh band corresponds to a transition to a particular electronic state of the ion and contains 

informationn on the binding energies of the electrons. Light sources that have been employed 
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forr single-photon ionization are He(I) and Ne(I) lamps, which provide radiation at a few fixed 

frequencies.. Tunable VUV radiation has also been utilized from pulsed synchrotron sources. 

AA molecule can not only be ionized by one photon of high energy, but also by 

simultaneouss absorption of several photons of lower energy. For such a multiphoton 

ionizationn (MPI) process, radiation with a high photon flux is required. With the development 

off  high-intensity pulsed lasers, MPI experiments have become feasible. 

Iff  the energy of an integer number of photons (n) is equal to the energy difference 

betweenn the ground state and a neutral excited state of the molecule, a multiphoton absorption 

too the excited state may occur. The angular momentum selection rules governing multiphoton 

transitionss depend on the number of photons involved and are different from those for one-

photonn electric dipole transitions. An overview of multiphoton transition selection rules has 

beenn given in ref. [2]. In many cases they allow excitation of states that cannot be accessed by 

one-photonn absorption from the ground state. Ionization of the molecule occurs by subsequent 

absorptionn of m photons from the excited state. This absorption step is also subject to strict 

selectionn rules [3,4], but these can normally be fulfilled as the ejected electron carries off 

excesss energy and angular momentum. In this two-step excitation and ionization scheme, a 

lowerr number of photons has to be absorbed simultaneously than with non-resonant 

ionization,, making the former process more probable. Therefore, this scheme is called (n+m) 

resonance-enhancedd multiphoton ionization (REMPI). 

Inn a typical REMPI experiment, excitation spectra are obtained by scanning the laser 

wavelength,, while either the mass-resolved total ion count or the total electron count is 

monitored.. Whenever the excitation wavelength corresponds to a transition to an intermediate 

excitedd state, a tremendous increase in the electron or ion yield is observed. The resulting 

wavelengthh spectrum can be used to characterize the excited states in great detail. 

Whenn REMPI is combined with photoelectron spectroscopy (REMPI-PES), additional 

informationn about the ionization step can be obtained. This is done by fixing the laser 

wavelengthh on one of the resonances observed in the wavelength spectrum, and by analyzing 

thee photoelectrons according to their kinetic energies. In contrast to conventional one-photon 

PESS which is only concerned with the molecular ground state, in a REMPI-PES experiment 

excitedd state photoelectron spectroscopy is performed, since the ionization process starts from 

ann excited state of the neutral molecule. REMPI-PES can therefore be used to study the 

spectroscopicc properties and ionization dynamics of a large variety of excited molecular 

states. . 
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Muchh research in the field of REMPI-PES has focused on excited states which can be 

classifiedd as Rydberg states. A Rydberg state can be viewed as an ionic core to which a 

Rydbergg electron is loosely bound. When such a state is photoionized, the Rydberg electron is 

ejectedd and the ionic core is expected to remain unchanged. Since the potential energy curves 

off  the Rydberg state and the ionic state which is formed on removal of the Rydberg electron 

aree very similar in shape and position, the photoionization process should be dominated by 

Franck-Condonn diagonal transitions (Av = v+-v'= 0), leading to a one-line photoelectron 

spectrum.. As a consequence, the determination of the vibrational level in which the ion is 

formed,, can be used for a reliable assignment of the initial vibrational level of the Rydberg 

state. . 

Ass will be demonstrated in this thesis, deviations from such simple one-line 

photoelectronn spectra usually arise when the Rydberg state of interest is perturbed by 

interactionss with other states. REMPI-PES is therefore an extremely suitable and unique 

methodd for the direct experimental observation of interactions between excited states. 

Thee ionic core of a Rydberg state can correspond to the electronic configuration of the 

groundd ionic state. Rydberg states with this ionic core form an infinite series which converges 

uponn the lowest ionic limit. Similarly, the ionic core of a Rydberg state can also correspond to 

ann electronically excited ionic state, so that Rydberg series converging upon higher-lying 

ionicc states exist. This leads to the occurrence of excited Rydberg states of the neutral 

moleculee located above the lowest ionic limit, which are often termed superexcited states [5]. 

Inn one-photon PES when a fixed excitation wavelength is used, usually He(I) radiation of 

21.222 eV, it is a mere coincidence when a superexcited state is accessed. Moreover, the 

densityy of superexcited states at the He(I) energy is usually low. Therefore, relatively littl e 

informationn about the properties of superexcited states has been obtained from conventional 

one-photonn PES studies. There are a few exceptions, especially when lower-energy Ne or Ar 

resonancee lines are used as excitation sources, since the density of superexcited states is larger 

att these energies. A notable case is the transition in O2 from the X Sg ground state of the 

neutrall  molecule to the X ng ionic ground state studied by excitation with Ne radiation of 

16.677 eV. Excitation of an auto ionizing level located above the lowest ionization limit results 

inn a much more extended vibrational progression than observed in the He(I) spectrum [6]. 

Withh REMPI-PES the energy region of typically a few eV above the lowest ionization limit is 
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reached.. Superexcited states are relatively abundant there, so that their influence in REMPI-

PESS is much more pronounced than in one-photon PES. 

Thee best resolution that can be obtained in dispersive photoelectron spectroscopy is about 

5-100 meV, limited by the electron spectrometer. With the development of the ZEKE-PFI 

(zero-kinetic-energyy pulsed-field ionization) technique, photoelectron spectroscopy can be 

performedd with practically laser-limited resolution, so that even polyatomic molecules can be 

studiedd with rotational resolution [7,8]. 

First,, high-n Rydberg states (n « 150-200) just below an ionization threshold are excited 

withh this technique. After the laser pulse, a waiting period typically in the order of 

microsecondss is employed. "Prompt" photoelectrons produced by direct ionization or 

autoionizationn will move out of the ionization region during this delay time. The ZEKE-PFI 

methodd is based upon the fact that the lifetimes of the high-n Rydberg states can be in the 

orderr of microseconds, so that they will remain in the ionization region during the waiting 

period.. After this period, an electric field is switched on, so that the ionization threshold is 

loweredd and the surviving high-n Rydberg states are ionized. The electrons that are released 

inn this ionization process have almost zero kinetic energy and are therefore called ZEKE 

electrons.. These electrons are accelerated by the electric field and arrive at the detector at a 

timee different from that of the "prompt" photoelectrons as a result of the employed time 

delay.. A ZEKE-PFI spectrum is recorded by scanning the excitation wavelength over the 

variouss rovibrational ionic thresholds, while monitoring the ZEKE electrons. 

1.22 Outlin e 

Thee subjects which are addressed in this thesis can be divided into two parts. In chapter 3 

too 5, the spectroscopic properties of excited states in NH3/ND3, N2O and Xe2 are described. 

Chapterss 6 to 8 deal with the influence of superexcited states on photoionization and 

photodissociationn processes in H2 and CH3I. The experimental techniques which are 

employedd for the various studies are REMPI-PES and ZEKE-PFI. Details of these techniques 

aree given in chapter 2. 

InIn chapter 3 selected results of REMPI and REMPI-PES experiments involving the 

moleculess NH3 and ND3 are presented. This chapter serves to show the unique merits of the 

combinationn of the REMPI and REMPI-PES techniques to obtain detailed spectroscopic 

informationn of excited electronic states, even in congested spectral regions. This study was 
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carriedd out in collaboration with the group of Prof. M.N.R. Ashfold (University of Bristol, 

U.K.)-- The Bristol group performed jet-cooled REMPI experiments using mass-resolved ion 

detectionn and made preliminary symmetry assignments for the observed excited states, based 

onn band contour simulations and/or quantum defect considerations. In Amsterdam, REMPI-

PESS experiments were carried out, which allowed for an unambiguous determination of the 

assignmentt and vibrational quantum numbering of the various resonances. 

AA (3+1) REMPI-PES study on the Rydberg states of the N2O molecule is presented in 

chapterr 4. Eighteen origins in the energy region from 80000 cm"1 up to the lowest ionization 

limi tt at 103963 cm" are reported, which have either not been assigned before or are 

reassignedd now. The observed excited states are characterized in terms of Hund's case a/b or c 

labeling.. Higher-lying resonances often show extensive vibronic coupling with near-resonant 

vibronicc manifolds built on lower-lying origins, resulting in the observation of several 

memberss of Rydberg series in a single photoelectron spectrum. 

Inn chapter 5, four gerade excited Rydberg states of the xenon dimer are studied with 

REMPI-PESS and where possible with ZEKE-PFI. These states are the lg state with a Xe !S0 + 

Xee 6s[3/2]i dissociation limit, the 0g state with a Xe 'So + Xe* 6s[3/2]i dissociation limit, 

thee state at -78000 cm"1 with a Xe % + Xe* 6p[5/2]2 dissociation limit, and the 0*  state with 

aa Xe So + Xe 5d[5/2]3 dissociation limit. The possible ionic cores of these states are 

discussedd and information on dissociation limits is given. The application of ZEKE-PFI on 

excitedd xenon atoms, formed by excitation of the 0*  state with a Xe 'S0 + Xe*  5d[5/2]3 

dissociationn limit, allows for an accurate determination of the dissociation energy of this state. 

Chapterss 6 and 7 address the ionization and dissociation processes in H2, occurring after 

one-photonn absorption from the B 1 ! ^ state. In chapter 6, a (3+1) REMPI-PES study for 

excitationn via various rovibrational levels of the B state is presented. This research results 

fromm a collaboration with Prof. W.J. van der Zande (FOM Institute, Amsterdam). For the 

ionizationn process, a strong dependence of the vibrational and rotational branching ratios on 

thee four-photon energy was observed. This result is explained in terms of the influence of 

boundd superexcited states on the final final state distributions. The dissociation processes observed 

afterr one-photon absorption from the B state, have been explained in the past by excitation 

andd dissociation of doubly excited repulsive states. However, the closing down of the H(n=l) 

++ H(n=2) dissociation channel above the H(n=3) threshold, in combination with calculations 
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off  transition probabilities to the various superexcited states, lead us to conclude that the 

predominantt dissociation pathways may well arise from excitation of the vibrational continua 

off  singly excited bound Rydberg states belonging to series converging upon the lowest ionic 

limit . . 

Furtherr evidence for the importance of these vibrational continua following excitation 

fromm the B state is given in chapter 7. This chapter reports on (1+1') REMPI experiments 

whichh were performed at the Free University of Amsterdam in collaboration with the group of 

dr.. W. Ubachs. By scanning continuously over the H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation threshold, it 

wass determined that H(n=3) fragments are formed as soon as this threshold is surpassed. This 

observationn is explained most probably by excitation of the vibrational continua of singly 

excitedd Rydberg states. However, excitation of the long-range part of a doubly excited state 

cannott be ruled out completely. 

Inn chapter 8, a (1+1) REMPI-PES study on CH3I for excitation via the dissociative A 

bandd with a two-photon energy between the 2E3/2 and the 2Ei/2 ionic limits is presented. This 

studyy is the result of a collaboration with Prof. W.A. Chupka (Yale University, New Haven, 

U.S.A.).. Photoelectron spectra taken at the observed autoionizing features and spectra taken 

inn energy regions which are relatively free of autoionization are presented. These spectra 

showw qualitative agreement with the (1+1) ZEKE-PFI spectrum. No experimental support is 

foundd for the recently calculated (1+1) ZEKE-PFI spectrum, which is in significant 

disagreementt with the experimental ZEKE spectrum. 
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Chapterr  2 

Experimentall  details 

2.11 General remarks 

Inn this thesis the spectroscopic properties of several diatomic and small polyatomic 

moleculess are investigated by means of resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization 

photoelectronn spectroscopy. In order to perform multiphoton ionization spectroscopy, high-

intensityy wavelength-tunable laser pulses are required, which are generated by a nanosecond 

laserr system in the present experiments. The ions or the photoelectrons, produced in the 

ionizationn processes, are detected in a "magnetic bottle" electron spectrometer. This 

spectrometerr has initially been designed for the kinetic-energy-resolved detection of 

photoelectronss [1]. In this thesis we have also made use of the fact that with only minor 

modificationss this spectrometer can be used as a time-of-flight mass analyzer or a zero-

kinetic-energyy pulsed-field ionization (ZEKE-PFI) spectrometer. 

AA schematic overview of the experimental setup is given in Figure 1. A short description 

off  the laser system and the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer is given in section 2.2 and 2.3, 

respectively.. Details for performing ZEKE-PFI and mass-resolved ion detection in the 

"magneticc bottle" spectrometer are given at the end of this chapter. 

2.22 Laser  system 

Thee tunable light source used in the multiphoton experiments consists of a pulsed dye 

laserr system pumped by an excimer laser. The excimer laser (Lumonics HyperEx 460) 

operatingg on XeCl, produces 10 ns pulses with a fixed wavelength of 308 nm and a maximum 

powerr of 200 mJ per pulse. 
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SchematicSchematic overview of the experimental setup. HD 300 and HD 500: dye lasers; SHG: second 

harmonieharmonie generation unit; Amp: amplifier. 

Thee radiation generated by the excimer laser is used to pump either one or two dye lasers 

(Lumonicss HyperDye-300 and 500). Various dye solutions (conversion efficiency 8-15%) 

alloww for the generation of continuously tunable radiation from -335 to -750 nm with a 

bandwidthh of 0.06-0.08 cm'1. 

Thee wavelength tunabiliry can be extended to 205 nm using frequency-doubling units 

(Lumonicss HyperTrak 1000, INRAD II Autotracker) which employ angle-tuned KD*P and 

BBOO non-linear crystals. The resulting UV radiation has a maximum energy of 1.5 mJ per 10 

nss pulse and a bandwidth of -0.15 cm" . The wavelengths of the dye lasers can be calibrated 

inn two ways. First, calibration can be accomplished using the optogalvanic lines of Ne, 

excitedd in a hollow-cathode discharge. The second method is based upon resonance enhanced 

multiphotonn ionization of krypton or xenon via well-known excited states. 

Thee laser light is focused into the ionization region of the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer 

byy means of a fused silica lens with a focal length of 25 mm. When two-colour experiments 

aree carried out, the two laser beams are counterpropagated and are focused by two separate 

lensess mounted on opposite sides of the spectrometer. The pulses of both lasers are 

overlappedd in time using a fast silicon photodiode (HP5082-4203). 

—— Spectrometer 

Amp p 

i_ _ 

SHG G 

SHG G HD-500 0 
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2.33 "Magneti c bottle"  electron spectrometer 

Ann electron spectrometer with which a high collection efficiency as well as a high energy 

resolutionn can be achieved, is the so-called "magnetic bottle" spectrometer, originally 

designedd by Kruit and Read [1]. This spectrometer derives its name from the shape of the 

divergingg magnetic field which guides the photoelectrons to the detector. The trajectories of 

alll electrons having a velocity component in the direction of the flight tube are parallelized by 

meanss of an inhomogeneous magnetic field which decreases from 1 T in the laser focus to 

10~33 T in the flight tube. The acceptance angle of the spectrometer is 2TT sr, allowing for a 

collectionn efficiency of 50%. 

Sincee the photoelectrons are created in short laser pulses, a suitable method for the 

analysiss of their kinetic energies is a time-of-flight technique. The trajectories of the electrons 

aree parallelized during the first few millimeters of their flight, which is small compared to the 

500 cm length of the flight tube, after which they travel in a uniform magnetic field down the 

flightt tube. Flight times are measured using two microchannel plates at the end of the flight 

tube.tube. The resulting signal is amplified (Stanford Research 445) and subsequently stored in a 

5000 MHz digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS540) which is connected to a computer (Intel 

804866 DX2 66 MHz). 

Thee earth's magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of the flight tube is compensated 

forr by the use of two pairs of mutually perpendicular Helmholtz coils. In the direction of the 

flightt tube the magnetic field generated inside the spectrometer dominates over the earth 

magneticc field. 

AA photoelectron spectrum is constructed by converting the time-of-flight spectrum of the 

electronss to a scale linear in energy [2,3]. The best energy resolution can only be obtained for 

electronss with relatively long flight times. To achieve a high resolution for electrons with 

initiallyy high kinetic energies, decelerating voltages are applied on a grid in the flight tube. By 

increasingg in steps the negative voltage on this grid and converting each time only the high-

resolutionn part of the time-of-flight spectrum, a photoelectron spectrum is constructed. In this 

way,, a resolution of 10-15 meV (FWHM) is feasible at all electron kinetic energies. Absolute 

calibrationn of the kinetic energies is performed by recording the flight times of electrons 

arisingg from photoionization of atomic xenon or krypton at various retarding voltages. 

Onn each of the pole faces of the 1 T electromagnet a grid is mounted for the application 

off static or pulsed electric fields. These grids are crucial for performing ZEKE-PFI 
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experimentss or mass-resolved ion detection in the spectrometer, which will both be discussed 

inn the following sections. 

Inn the experiments described in this thesis, two "magnetic bottle" spectrometers are used. 

Mostt experiments are performed in a spectrometer in which the sample gas is effusively 

introducedd into the ionization region via a pyrex tube with an outer diameter of 13 mm. Some 

experimentss are carried out in a spectrometer which is equipped with a molecular beam gas 

inlett system. For more details of the original design and operation of both spectrometers the 

readerr is referred to refs. 1-3 and chapter 5 of this thesis. 

2.44 Zero-Kinetic-Energy Pulsed-Field Ionization (ZEKE-PFI ) 

Althoughh a good energy resolution can be obtained in the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer, 

rotationall resolution can only be achieved for molecules with relatively large rotational 

contants.. With the development of the ZEKE-PFI technique, a practically laser bandwidth 

limitedd resolution can be achieved which allows even larger molecules to be studied with 

rotationall resolution [4]. 

Inn this thesis some ZEKE-PFI experiments are described which have been performed in 

thee "magnetic bottle" spectrometer. To carry out such measurements electric fields are applied 

too the two grids mounted on the magnetic pole faces. The grid nearest the flight tube is 

grounded,, while a constant negative bias is applied at the other grid to sweep prompt electrons 

outt of the ionization region. After a certain time delay, ranging from 5 to 200 nanoseconds 

withh respect to the laser pulse, an electric field is switched on in the same direction as the bias 

field.. Field ionization of the high-n Rydberg states followed by detection of the electrons 

producess the ZEKE signal. 

Delayy times typically in the order of microseconds are used in experiments performed in 

normall ZEKE-PFI spectrometers. Such delays are not possible in the "magnetic bottle" 

spectrometerr for two reasons [5]. First, the drifting of the species in high-n Rydberg states out 

off the ionization region during the time delay causes a loss in the ZEKE-PFI signal, since 

electronss generated outside the 1 T magnetic field are not detected. Secondly, a negative bias 

fieldfield in the order of 5 V/cm has to be applied in order to get a good spatial separation between 

promptt and ZEKE-PFI electrons. Due to this field, Rydberg states above n «100 are field 

ionized,, whereas in most ZEKE-PFI experiments only states above n «150-200 are affected. 

Therefore,, in our experiments Rydberg states are probed which have usually shorter lifetimes. 
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Thee use of short time delays has also some advantages. The decay dynamics of high-n 

Rydbergg states often occur on a time scale short compared to the waiting period commonly 

employed.. In the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer, ionic branching ratios have been measured 

ass a function of the time delay in the 5-100 ns region, in which these dynamical processes 

takee place [6]. Such an experiment could not be performed in conventional ZEKE-PFI 

spectrometers,, since in that case much longer time delays are required to obtain spatial 

separationn between the ZEKE and other electrons. 

Inn spite of the shortcomings of the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer for performing ZEKE-

PFII experiments, the best energy resolution achieved so far is about 4 cm"1 [7], which is a 

largee improvement compared to 80-120 cm"1 typical in conventional PES. 

2.55 Mass-resolved Ion detection 

Photodissociationn of the sample gas can lead to formation of several different fragments. 

Thesee fragments can subsequently be resonantly or non-resonantly ionized, resulting in a 

rangee of photoelectron signals. In this case mass-resolved ion detection can be used in order 

too correlate a photoelectron signal to a particular species. 

Iff the spectrometer is used as a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, appropriate positive 

voltagess are applied to the two grids mounted on the magnetic pole faces and the voltages on 

thee microchannel plates are changed. In this way, a mass-resolution (M/AM) of about 260 can 

bee achieved. However, the collection efficiency is somewhat smaller than that for electrons. 
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Resonancee enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI ) and 

REMPI-photoelectronn spectroscopy of ammonia 

Abstract t 

Resonancee enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy, preferably linked with 

kineticc energy analysis of the resulting photoelectrons (REMPI-photoelectron spectroscopy 

(PES)),, continues to make enormous contributions to our understanding of the spectroscopy 

and,, in many cases, the decay dynamics of small molecules in excited (normally Rydberg) 

electronicc states. Here we present results of recent REMPI and REMPI-PES studies involving 

thee ammonia molecule which provide further illustration of some of the many opportunities 

offeredd by these techniques. 
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3.11 Introductio n 

Resonancee enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy is now well-

establishedd as a valuable method for investigating the structure and, in favorable cases, the 

decayy dynamics of many of the more long lived excited electronic states (most notably 

Rydbergg states) of small and medium sized gas phase molecules [1]. Additional information 

(forr example, structural data for the resulting ions and/or insight into molecular 

photoionizationn dynamics) can be obtained when the REMPI method is combined with kinetic 

energyy (KE) analysis of the accompanying photoelectrons - a technique normally identified 

withh the name REMPI-photoelectron spectroscopy (PES). The present work highlights recent 

REMPII and REMPI-PES investigations of the ammonia molecule as a means of illustrating 

manyy of these strengths [2]. Ammonia has a pyramidal (Cjv) equilibrium geometry in its 

groundd state, with an electronic configuration most usually written as: 

(MYfaYfayfaf;(MYfaYfayfaf; X'A;. CD 

Excitedd states arising as a result of electronic promotion from the highest occupied la" lone 

pairpair molecular orbital all have planar (Z)^) equilibrium geometries. This, and the modest size 

off the potential barrier to inversion in the ground state, justifies description (as above) of the 

groundground state configuration in terms of D  ̂ symmetry labels. 

Thee excited electronic states of ammonia have been the subject of many previous 

experimentall and theoretical studies, addressing their spectroscopy, their complex 

predissociationn pathways and, in some cases, their detailed photochemistry. Much of the 

earlierr spectroscopic work involved conventional ultraviolet (UV) and, particularly, vacuum 

ultraviolett (VUV) gas phase absorption measurements of the vertical electronic spectrum [3-

6].. The congested nature of these spectra, however, precluded many definitive assignments. 

Thee congestion arises, in part, because each electronic transition appears in the form of a long 

vibronicc progession associated with excitation of the out-of-plane mode v'2 (an inevitable 

consequencee of the Franck-Condon principle and the planar <- pyramidal geometry change 

thatt results upon electronic promotion from the la" orbital), but is compounded by the 

spectrall line broadening due to predissociation of many of these excited states. Our current 

levell of understanding is to a large extent a result of the introduction of REMPI spectroscopy, 

alliedd with jet-cooling techniques, and the seminal work of Colson and et al. [7,8]. They 
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DiagramDiagram showing observed and/or predicted members (with n < 5) of the first few Rydberg 

seriesseries of ammonia. State labels (following Refs. [2,8]) and symmetries are shown, along with 

thethe appropriate value of the principle quantum number, n. 

recordedd and compared the three-photon REMPI spectra and the VUV absorption spectra of 

bothh NH3 and ND3 over the wavenumber range ~ 62500 - 80000 cm"' and provided what, at 

thee time, was the most complete global description of the electronic spectrum of ammonia. 

Muchh of the subsequent work has been concerned with extending and refining parts of this 

spectroscopicc analysis and/or with detailed analysis of the predissociation mechanisms 

affectingg some of the lower lying Rydberg states. 

Thee small size and high symmetry of ammonia has encouraged description of its 

molecularr orbitals within the framework of an appropriate united atom (neon), split by a field 

off D3h symmetry. All documented excited electronic states fit within such a model, involving 

electronn promotion to an orbital with principal quantum number n > 3; all are thus regarded as 

Rydbergg states. Figure 1 illustrates the lowest energy part of the pattern of states predicted by 

thiss model. For clarity, only states derived from orbitals with n < 5 and t < 3 are shown; 
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Rydbergg states involving orbitals with higher n should exhibit the same energetic pattern, 

whilstt states derived from higher I functions are not considered further because of their 

presumedd inaccessibility via a two-photon excitation (such as considered here) from an initial 

orbitall possessing hybrid s/p character [1]. 

Thee spectroscopy and photochemistry of the first excited A]A' (2sa[ «-la") s t a t e OI* 

ammoniaa has been the subject of much attention. The 298 K NlTj^-A"] absorption 

spectrumm shows vibrational (a progression in v 2) but no rotational fine structure; the 0° and 

2{,, bands of the corresponding system inND3 do exhibit some resolvable rotational structure 

[4].. Our present understanding of this efficient predissociation process (kpredissociation ~ 1012 -

10133 s*1) derives from a number of sources: rotational state lifetimes and decay rates deduced 

fromm simulation of individual A <— X vibronic band contours [9,10] and from direct 

linewidthh measurements of fully resolved rovibronic transitions revealed by double resonance 

methods,, e.g. by stimulated emission pumping (SEP) following multiphoton preparation of 

C'C' state molecules [10,11] or in microwave-optical double resonance experiments [12]; ab 

initioinitio  calculations of the A state potential energy surface [13]; and measurements and 

modelingg of the energy disposal [14,15] and the recoil velocity and angular momentum vector 

correlationss [16,17] in the NH2 photofragments. Taken together, these studies now afford a 

remarkablyy detailed picture of the photofragmentation dynamics of A state ammonia 

molecules,, which have been summarized elsewhere [18,19] and will not be discussed further. 

Thee 3pe' <— \a\ and 3pa"2 <— \a\ electronic promotions give rise to the B]E"~X]A{ 

andd C'x A[ -Xx A[ systems, respectively. Members of the 2£ vibronic progression associated 

withh the former transition have been identified, in both NH3 and ND3, via VUV absorption 

spectroscopyy [3,20,21], but our detailed understanding of the B state has been much 

enhancedd by two-photon REMPI spectroscopy studies both under beam conditions [22] and, 

withh sub-Doppler resolution, in the bulk [23]. Several rotationally resolved double resonance 

studies,, in which B state levels associated with excitation of one quantum of each of the 

doublyy degenerate vibrations V3 and V4 (built on a progression in V2) were populated 

followingg initial excitation of molecules into selected rovibrational levels of the X [24-26] or 

AA [27,28] states have helped clarify the extent of Jahn-Teller distortion affecting the B]E" 
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statee and prove that the historically labeled C - X system of ammonia actually involves a 

vibronicc component of the B state. The C'XA[-XXA[ system has negligible oscillator 

strengthh in the one-photon spectrum but shows as a well-resolved progression (in v'2), 

interspersedd among the various B-X features, in both two and three-photon REMPI 

[7,29,30].. Double resonant multiphoton excitation, via the A state, has provided one route to 

identifyingg the C' state symmetric stretching mode (v'i) in both NH3 and ND3 [27]. The 

formerr was also identified in one of the first REMPI-PES studies of jet-cooled NH3 molecules 

[31].. Picosecond pump-probe REMPI-PES studies have allowed real time observation of the 

decayy of selected vibronic levels of both the B and C' states [32]. 

Progressingg to higher energies, the spectrum of ammonia becomes ever more complex, 

reflectingg the increased electronic state density (see Fig. 1) and the consequent increase in 

Franck-Condonn accessible vibronic levels as we approach the first ionization limit (IE = 

821599 cm"1 in the case of NH3 [33]). The availability of rotationally "cold" spectra, obtained 

usingg jet-cooled samples, has been essential in unravelling a significant part of this congested 

levell structure. Li and Vidal [21] identified a 2"0 vibronic progression in the VUV excitation 

spectrumm of both NH3 and ND3 by monitoring either fluorescence from the fraction of NH2 

(ND2)) photofragments that are formed in their excited A2Ax state or parent ions that result 

fromm absorption of a visible photon by the VUV prepared state (i.e. 1+1' two color REMPI); 

rotationall analysis shows that this progression must be associated with the D E ' - X A\ 

(3de'<-(3de'<- la") transition. Parallel analysis of VUV absorption spectra and/or 3+1 REMPI 

spectroscopyy [8] indicate that another member of the 3d <— la* complex (the D"]A"-X 

transition,, associated with the orbital promotion 3da\ <- la*), has its electronic origin in the 

samee energy region, as do the DAA\-X (Asa\*-\a\) and DmiE"-X (4pe' <-la") 

transitions.. Energetic considerations dictate that the "missing" E"(3de' <- la^) excited state 

mustt also lie in this energy range but it remains to be identified. The situation at still higher 

energiess becomes ever less complete. Virtually all recent progress [2,34] has come from 2+1 

REMPII spectroscopy, much of it in conjunction with REMPI-PES studies similar to those 

reportedd here. In the remainder of this paper we will concentrate on a number of illustrative 
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exampless involving the ammonia molecule which serve to demonstrate various of the merits 

(andd some of the remaining limitations) of the REMPI and REMPI-PES techniques. 

3.22 Experimental 

Resultss described herein were obtained using two complementary experimental set-ups: 

inn Bristol, a home-built time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer was used to record mass 

resolvedd REMPI spectra of jet-cooled NH3 and ND3 molecules and fragments arising from 

theirr photodissociation, whilst in Amsterdam REMPI-PES studies were performed using a 

"magneticc bottle" spectrometer. Both experiments have been described previously [2,35] and 

thuss only brief descriptions of the apparatus and procedures are presentedd here. 

REMPII spectra were recorded in Bristol using a pulsed nozzle to introduce NH3 or ND3 

(5%% mix seeded in ~ 1 atm Ar) into the source region of a home-built TOF mass 

spectrometer.. The gas pulses were crossed by the focused (f.l. 30-50 cm) frequency doubled 

outputt of a tunable Nd:YAG pumped dye laser. Ions formed by REMPI in the source region 

weree subjected to two stages of acceleration prior to entering a field-free drift region and were 

detectedd by a pair of chevron-configuration microchannel plates. The resulting signal was 

accumulatedd by a digital oscilloscope and downloaded to a computer via a GPIB interface for 

subsequentt analysis. To obtain mass selected REMPI spectra, the dye laser was scanned and 

onlyy that part of the total ion signal that fell within a narrow time window centered on the 

TOFF of the mass of interest was collected, averaged, and stored. Wavelength calibration (in 

thee visible spectral region) was achieved by recording the optogalvanic spectrum of neon 

excitedd in a hollow cathode discharge simultaneously with the REMPI spectrum of interest. 

REMPI-PEE spectra were obtained in Amsterdam using an XeCl excimer pumped dye 

laserr system with the laser output focused (f.l. = 2.5 cm) into the ionization region of a 

magneticc bottle photoelectron spectrometer. These experiments employed an effusive beam of 

puree NH3 or ND3 vapor. This was intercepted at right angles by the focused laser beam, and 

photoelectronss resulting from each laser pulse were extracted along the third orthogonal axis 

intoo the spectrometer. The measured times of arrival of the photoelectrons at a pair of MCPs 

situatedd at the end of the 50 cm flight tube were used to determine electron kinetic energies. A 

transientt digitizer, interfaced to a PC, recorded pre-amplified output signals from the 

microchannell plates. Kinetic-energy-resolved photoelectron spectra were obtained by 

progessivelyy stepping the retarding voltage on a grid in the flight tube and, at each voltage 

setting,, performing a time-to-energy transformation on just the slowest (i.e. highest 
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resolution)) part of the TOF spectrum, with a resultant 15 meV (FWHM) resolution at all 

kineticc energies in the present experiments. To place the photoelectron kinetic energies on an 

absolutee scale, the ammonia sample was doped with xenon and well-documented REMPI 

transitionss terminating on the two spin-orbit states of the Xe+ ion were then used to calibrate 

thee REMPI-PE spectra. Some wavelength-resolved REMPI spectra were also recorded in 

Amsterdamm by measuring both the total and selected energy portions of the photoelectron 

yieldd as a function of excitation wavelength. 

3.33 Results and discussion 

Figuree 2a shows a mass resolved 2+1 REMPI spectrum of jet-cooled ND3 (monitoring 

justt parent ions with m/z 20) recorded using linearly polarized laser radiation at wavelengths ~ 

2922 ran. Given previous analyses [3,21-23] of lower 2"0 members of the B-X two-photon 

transitionn inNH3 and ND3} and the fact that the B-X electronic promotion is known to be 

carriedd exclusively by the T?(A) component of the two-photon transition tensor [22,23], it is 

aa relatively straightforward exercise to show that this particular spectrum involves a XEK-A\ 

vibronicc transition, originating from the lower (0+) inversion level of the ground state. Thus 

wee can conclude that the 2" level resonant at the two-photon energy involves an even number 

off out of plane bending quanta; the band origin and rotational constants returned in the best-fit 

simulationn of the spectrum (Fig. 2b) are consistent with assignment in terms of 2+1 REMPI 

viavia the B, v'2 =12 state. Figure 2c shows a simulated two-photon spectrum using the same 

spectroscopicc constants for the lower and upper states, but assuming the spectrum to arise as a 

resultt of a XE'-A\ vibronic transition (as would be the case if the resonance enhancing B 

statee level had odd v'2 quantum number and the transition thus originated from the 0" 

inversionn component of the ground state). This provides a much inferior reproduction of the 

relativee line intensities appearing in the experimental spectrum (reflecting the different 

nuclearr spin statistics associated with the J" levels contributing to the K' = 0 sub-bands that 

originatee from lA[if)*)  and '^"(o -) vibronic states [21]) and serves to highlight the level of 

detaill and accuracy achievable with the "traditional" methods of molecular spectroscopy in 

casess where it is possible to observe and analyze the rotational fine structure associated with 

ann isolated vibronic transition. 
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 Figure 2 

(a)(a) 2+1 REMPI spectrum of ND3 obtained using linearly polarized laser radiation and 

monitoringmonitoring the yield of ions with m/z 20, as a function of wavelength over the range 292.68 -

291.55291.55 nm (2v = 68315 - 68580 cm'1), (b) Simulated two-photon excitation spectrum of this 

B-XB-X 2Q2 band obtained using literature values (Ref [39]) for the ground state contants, 

thethe following excited state parameters: v0 = 68446.20(3) cm', B = 3.526(5) cm'1, C = 2.84(1) 

cm'cm'11,, 4=0.784(6) and fixing qv and the distortion contants to 0- determined by least squares 

fittingfitting in terms of the appropriate symmetric top Hamiltonian (Ref [22]), a transition 

linewidthlinewidth of 0.9(1) cm' (assumed Gaussian and largely determined by the laser bandwidth), a 

rotationalrotational temperature of 40 K, and assuming the transition to be carried solely by the Tj (A) 

componentcomponent of the two-photon transition tensor; (c) shows the corresponding simulation that 

resultsresults if we use the same spectroscopic constants but assume the spectrum to be due to a 

11E'-E'-11 A\ vibronic transition (as would be the case if the resonance enhancing B state level 

hadhad odd v'2 quantum number and the transition thus originated from the 0" level of the 

groundground state). 

Turningg now to consider the corresponding B - X 2 J,2 band in the 2+1 REMPI spectrum 

off NH3 we begin to see some of the potential problems from spectral overlap, even in jet-

cooledd spectroscopy. As Figure 3 shows, the B - X 2|,2 band falls on the low wavenumber 

sidee of a more intense feature. Given the simplification afforded by jet-cooling and 

knowledgee of the pattern of vibronic structure appearing at lower wavenumber [2,8,21], 

interpretationn of this spectral region presents no real difficulty: the more intense feature can 

bee assigned to the C'-X 2* band. Both this assignment, and that of the B- X 2J,2 band, 

cann be confirmed by REMPI-PES measurements of the kind described below. The 

accompanyingg band contour simulations are, of necessity, somewhat approximate since both 

excitedd states are predissociated [29,30] to the extent that lifetime broadening precludes 

resolutionn of individual lines. Ground state spectroscopic parameters used in their 

constructionn were taken from Urban et al. [36], whilst excited state parameters used were as 

follows:: B-X 2[2: v0=  71315(1) cm*1, B'= 5.43(6) cm"', C'= 5.9(1) cm"1, £ = 0.58(6), 

withh qv and the centrifugal distortion constants fixed at 0, and a transition linewidth © = 5.7(3) 
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(a)(a) 2+1 REMPI spectrum of jet-cooled NH3 recorded using linearly polarized laser radiation 

andand monitoring just those ions with TOF appropriate to m/z 17, over the wavelength range 

281.21281.21 - 278.47 nm (2v = 77700 - 71800 cm'1), (b) Approximate simulations showing the 
"~~ r-^, O ~ ~^ I T 

relativerelative extents of the two overlapping C - X 2Q and B - X 20 band contours (see text 

forfor further details). 
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cm"11 (assumed Lorentzian, and largely determined by the short excited state lifetime); C'-X 

2\:2\: v0=  71483(2) cm"1, 5 = 8.1(2) cm"1, C= 5.7(3) cm"1. The best-fit rotational temperature 

inn each case was Trot = 40 K. The C' - X 2* band contour simulation assumes contributions 

fromm both the T°(A) and TQ(A) components of the two-photon transition tensor (relative 

amplitudess 1.0:0.8) and that the C' 28 excited state lifetime shows a rotational level 

dependencee whereby the transition linewidths (assumed Lorentzian) vary according to the 

relationshipp [2,22,37]: 

{ll + a[j'(J' + l) + bK'2]}, (2) 'J'K'' - w 0 

withh (D0 = 3.9(2) cm"1, a = 0.7(2) and b =  -1. 

Spectrall congestion and blending, in many cases exacerbated by lifetime broadening, 

becomee ever more problematic at higher energies. By way of illustration, consider the portion 

off the jet-cooled NH3 REMPI spectrum shown in Figure 4 and, in particular, the features at 

22 v ~ 78140 cm*1 and ~ 78495 cm'1 (shown on an expanded scale in the two insets). REMPI-

PESS holds the key to definitive assignment in such situations. The Rydberg state (or states) of 

interestt typically have the same core configuration as the ionic state that lies at the 

convergencee limit of the series to which they belong {i.e. that of the ground state ion in this 

case).. Thus the final NH3 <~ NH3(Rydberg) ionizing transition(s) will be between states 

havingg very similar equilibrium geometries. In such cases, we should anticipate that the 

dominantt Franck-Condon factor will be for the final one-photon ionization step in which all 

vibrationall quantum numbers are conserved {i.e. Av = 0). This is nicely illustrated by the 

REMPI-PEE spectra shown in Figures 5 and 6. The former, obtained following excitation of a 

roomroom temperature NH3 sample at (a) 286.84 nra (2 v = 69709 cm"1), (b) 279.20 nm (2 v = 

716155 cm"1) and (c) 275.56 nm (2v = 72560 cm'1), arise as a result of 2+1 REMPI via the 

1!23,, 1!25 and l ^ 6 vibronic levels of the C' state, respectively. The C'-X \\l\, \\2\ and 

\\l\\\l\  bands appear only weakly in the parent two photon excitation spectrum, but are 

relativelyy free from overlap, and thus give "clean" photoelectron spectra (Fig. 5) each of 

whichh is dominated by a single peak appearing at a kinetic energy wholly consistent with an 

ionizationn step in which both the vi and V2 quantum numbers are preserved. Lower members 
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<<  Figure 4 

2+12+1 REMPI spectrum of jet-cooled NH3 recorded using linearly polarized laser radiation and 

monitoringmonitoring just those ions with TOF appropriate to m/z 17, over the wavelength range 258.0 

-- 254.0 nm (2v= 77490 - 78720 cm'1). This spectrum is a composite, obtained by splicing 

togethertogether two spectra. Although some adjustments were made to avoid serious discontinuities 

betweenbetween overlapping spectra, no corrections were made for variations in laser output energy. 

TheThe numbers below the combs in the figure indicate v'2, the upper state out~of-plane bending 

quantumquantum number. Relevant features for comparison with the REMPI-PE spectra presented in 

FiguresFigures 6 and 8 are shown on an expanded scale above the main spectrum. 

off this C ' - X lJ,2o progression in NH3 were identified in one of the first applications of 

REMPI-PESS to NH3 [31]. These spectra are included primarily to demonstrate the strong 

propensityy for Av = 0 transitions in the final one photon ionization step from the Rydberg 

statess of ammonia, since it is an underlying assumption in much of our subsequent discussion. 

Figuree 6 shows the corresponding REMPI-PES obtained following excitation at 254.72 nm 

(22 v = 78495 cm"1), resonant with one of the more prominent features apparent in the jet-

cooledd excitation spectrum shown in Figure 4. The fact that all REMPI-PE spectra reported 

hereinn were recorded using an effusive jet is significant in this case, because the room 

temperaturee band contour of this transition (and all other transitions) will be substantially 

widerr than that shown in the jet-cooled excitation spectrum, and spectral overlap will be 

correspondinglyy greater. The dominant peak appears with a KE = 4.41 eV. Energy 

conservationn requires that 

5/iv=IEE + Eint(NH;) + KE(c"). (3) 

Threee 254.72 nm photons equate to a total energy of 14.60 eV. Thus, given the ionization 

thresholdd for forming NH3 (x) ions, IE = 10.19 eV [33], we conclude that there is a strong 

propensityy for forming parent ions with Eint = 0.0 eV, i.e. in their zero-point vibrational level. 

Thiss suggests that the Rydberg level of NH3 providing the dominant resonance enhancement 

att the two-photon energy following excitation at 254.72 nm is an electronic origin. This 

allowss estimation of its quantum defect, 5, defined according to the relation 
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•• Figure 5 

REMPI-PEREMPI-PE spectra ofNH3 obtained following excitation at (a) 286.84 nm (2v = 69709 cm'), 

(b)(b) 279.20 nm (2v= 71615 cm') and (c) 275.56 nm (2v= 72560 cm1). The three peaks at 

KEKE = 2.03, 2.13 and 2.19 eV, respectively, are consistent with NHj ion formation in the 

12,1212,12 and 1 2 vibrational states. 
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3.8 8 4.0 0 
T T T T 

4.22 4.4 4.6 

Photoelectronn Kinetic Energy /eV 

•• Figure 6 

REMPI-PEREMPI-PE spectrum ofNHi obtained following excitation at 254.72 nm (2v= 78495 cm ) . 

TheThe dominant peak, at KE = 4.41 e V, is consistent with ionization to the zero-point level of 

thethe ion, whilst that at KE = 4.20 eV is associated with ion formation in the vj = 2 level. The 

identityidentity of the peak at KE = 4.11 eV is discussed in the text. 

2v2v = lE-R/(n-8y (4) ) 

wheree IE = 82159 cm"1 and R is the Rydberg constant, 109737 cm"1. The value of 8 reflects 

thee extent to which the Rydberg electron penetrates into the core region and, as such, is a 

sensitivee indicator of the £ character of the Rydberg electron. Such information, taken 

togetherr with the results even of crude simulations of the corresponding band contours 

evidentt in the jet-cooled REMPI excitation spectra (which will often suffice to indicate the 

parallell or perpendicular nature of the two-photon excitation step), can be of considerable 

helpp in unravelling the vibronic level structure of small and medium size gas phase molecules 

att energies approaching the ionization limit. In this instance we deduce that the 2 v = 78495 

cm"11 feature is the first (i.e. 0°0) member of a progression of parallel bands, the origin of 
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whichh exhibits a quantum defect, 5 = 0.53 (assuming n = 6). This we assign in terms of the 

orbitall promotion 6pa'2 <- la", resulting in population of an excited state of ]A{ symmetry 

whichh has been labeled the G' state [2]. 

Thee energy level diagram shown in Figure 7 anticipates results presented in Figure 8 by 

consideringg a situation where there are two levels (belonging to different Rydberg series both 

off which converge to the same electronic state of the ion (e.g. the ground state), with bending 

quantumm numbers V2 = 2 and 3, respectively, in near degeneracy. From the foregoing, it 

shouldd be clear that one-photon ionization from these levels would result in preferential 

formationn of NH* \XJ ions with bending vibrational quantum numbers v j= 2 and 3, 

respectively.. Obviously, these two states of the ion involve different amounts of internal 

(vibrational)) energy but, since the particular intermediate levels of interest were near 

degenerate,, the overall three-photon absorption will have introduced very similar amounts of 

energyy in each case. Once again, energy conservation will be satisfied if the photoelectron is 

ejectedd with the appropriate kinetic energy (Eq. (3)). As before, knowing the total energy 

suppliedd to the molecule by the multiphoton absorption process, one can deduce the 

vibrationall quantum state of the resulting ion and thus, by Franck-Condon arguments, the 

vibrationall level(s) of the Rydberg state (or states) providing the resonance enhancement at 

thee two-photon energy, simply by measuring the photoelectron KEs. 

Figuree 8 shows three more REMPI-PE spectra, obtained following excitation of a room 

temperaturee NH3 sample at (a) 256.09 nm (2 v = 78074 cm"1), (b) 255.87 nm (2 v = 78142 

cm - 1 )) and (c) 255.71 nm(2v = 78190 cm"1). Note that the first and third of these REMPI-

PEE spectra were recorded at wavenumbers where the jet-cooled excitation spectrum (Fig. 4) 

showss no resonance enhancements. This, and the fact that the wavenumber used when 

recordingg (b) differs from that of the peak in the jet-cooled REMPI spectrum (Fig. 4), again is 

merelyy a reflection of the much broader vibronic band contours in the room temperature 

parentt excitation spectrum. Consider the most intense peak with KE = 4.10 eV in (a). Three 

256.099 nm photons correspond to a total energy of 14.52 eV. Given IE(v+ = 0) = 10.19 eV 

[33],, we this time deduce that there is a strong preference for forming parent ions with Ei„t = 

0.233 eV - equivalent to 2 quanta of the out-of-plane bending vibration, v£. Thus we 

concludee that the Rydberg level providing the two-photon resonance enhancement following 

excitationn of room temperature NH3 molecules at 256.09 nm also carries 2 quanta of out-of-
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•• Figure 7 

EnergyEnergy level diagram illustrating the origins of the various sub-groups in the photoelectron 

KEKE distribution that will  result in the case of 2+1 REMPI Via. near degenerate Rydberg levels 

withwith bending vibrational quantum number v'2 = 2 and 3, respectively (see text for further 

detail). detail). 
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^^ Figure 8 

REMPI-PEREMPI-PE spectra ofNH3 obtained following excitation at (a) 256.09 nm nm (2v = 78074 cm'1), 

(b)(b) 255.87 nm(2v= 78142 cm'1) and (c) 255.71 nm (2v = 78190 cm'). The strongest peak in 

(a),(a), at KE = 4.10 eV, is consistent with ionization to the vj = 2 state of the ion, whilst that in 

(c),(c), at KE = 4.01 eV, is consistent with formation of ions with vj = 3. The unlabeled weaker 

peakspeaks in (a-c) can be assigned in terms of two photon resonance enhanced ionization via the 

E"E" 24, Ë' 25 and E' 26 states and via the E''-X'' 2J 1Q "hot band", the band contours of each 

ofof which will  overlap the relevant energy range when using a room temperature NH3 sample. 

planee bending vibration. Similar analysis of the REMPI-PE spectra obtained following 

excitationn at 255.71 nm (c) indicates that the resulting ions are formed with v£ = 3; hence the 

intermediatee level assignments chosen in Figure 7 and indicated in the REMPI excitation 

spectrumm shown in Figure 4. Excitation of a room temperature NH3 sample at intermediate 

wavelengthss (e.g. 255.87 nm) results in some resonance enhancement by the band contours of 

transitionss to both of these intermediate levels, and a more complex REMPI-PE spectrum 

resultss (Fig. 8b). 

Similarr REMPI-PES measurements at neighbouring excitation wavelengths allow 

unambiguouss identification of extended vibronic progressions associated with these peaks 

(andd with the other resonance enhancements evident in Fig. 4) and, in each case, 

determinationn of the Rydberg state origin. This, in turn, allows estimation of the quantum 

defect,, 5, of these various Rydberg origins. Thus, for example, we deduce that the two-photon 

resonancee at 2v ~ 78140 cm"1 involves contributions from the third (i.e. 20) member of a 

progressionn of perpendicular bands the electronic origin of which lies at -76200 cm" and 

withh the fourth (i.e. 23
Q) member of a second progression with electronic origin at 75335 cm* . 

Thee 6 values for these two origins are ~ 0.7 and ~ 0.0 (assuming n = 5 and n = 4 respectively). 

Thee former is associated with the orbital promotion 5pe' <- la", resulting in population of an 

excitedd state of XE" symmetry which has been labeled the F' state [2]. Definitive assignment 

off the electronic state supporting the l\ band is more problematic; the near zero quantum 

defectt suggests strongly that the terminating orbital is either a 4d or 4/Rydberg orbital. 
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Returningg to Figure 6, the astute observer will have noted the presence of a number of 

weakk features which we have not yet discussed, but which can be interpreted as arising from 

analogous,, weaker, overlap of excited states of NH3 resonant at the two photon energy. The 

peakk at KE = 4.20 eV is consistent with 2+1 REMPI terminating on the v j = 2 level of the 

ionn [33]. Recalling the 2+1 REMPI excitation spectrum shown in Figure 4, this is most 

readilyy explicable by assuming some two photon resonance enhancement by the nearby 

F'' A'i - X 20 band which, given that the REMPI-PES data was recorded using a room 

temperaturetemperature sample, is perfectly feasible. More interesting is the feature at KE= 4.11 eV, with 

Ei„t== 0.3 eV (2420 cm'1). This internal energy is no simple multiple of \\  DUt is m o s t readily 

interpretedd in terms of the formation of NH^Xj ions carrying one quantum of each of v j 

andd V4 (V4 is the e' degenerate out-of-plane bending mode) [33]. Again, if we assume a Av 

== 0 ionization step, such an assignment would suggest two-photon resonance enhancement by 

aa 2l
04

l
0 band in the neutral NH3 molecule which, on energetic grounds, we must associate with 

thee F'XE' state with electronic origin a t - 76200 cm"1 [2]. The vibronic symmetry of this 2*4' 

levell will be l E" ®al®e'=A[. We attribute it's unexpected showing in the two photon 

excitationn spectrum to accidental near resonance, and vibronic mixing, with the resonant 

G'G'XXA[A[  0° level. Such a 2"^\ transition is the analogue of those reported previously [24,27] 

involvingg the B] E" state, the first (n = 3) member of the npe' <- la \ Rydberg series to which 

thee F' state also belongs. Here, then, we see another example of a situation where careful 

analysiss of REMPI-PES spectra can reveal contributions from vibronic mixing between 

excitedd state levels [38] which, by virtue of spectral overlap or their inherently weak 

transitionn strength, is not recognizable in the conventional wavelength resolved REMPI 

excitationn spectrum. 

3.44 Conclusions 

Thiss paper presents selected examples involving the molecules NH3 and ND3 which serve 

too demonstrate how a combination of (jet-cooled) REMPI spectroscopy and companion 

REMPI-PESS studies can provide a wealth of detailed information relating to the energetic 

orderingg of Rydberg states in small and medium sized gas phase molecules, even amongst the 
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myriadd of observed features converging on the first IE. It is not intended to provide a 

comprehensivee guide to the current state of knowledge regarding the Rydberg states of 

ammoniaa - this can be found in references [2,7,8]. For a yet more detailed understanding of 

thee dense manifold of highly excited states of ammonia it will almost certainly be necessary 

too take advantage of the additional spectral simplification and definition provided by two 

colorr double resonance spectroscopy methods. 
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Chapterr 4 

Resonancee enhanced multiphoton ionization photoelectron 

spectroscopyy of Rydberg states of N20 below the X 2 n ionization 

limit. . 

Abstract t 

AA three-photon resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization spectroscopic study on N20 is 

carriedd out in the spectral range from 80000 cm*1 up to the lowest ionization limit at 103963 

cm"1.. High-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy is used to identify and characterize the 

observedd excited states. Eighteen origins are reported which have either not been assigned 

beforee or are reassigned now. Moreover, the photoelectron spectra taken at higher-lying 

resonancess often show extensive vibronic coupling with the near-resonant vibronic manifolds 

builtt on lower-lying origins. 
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4.11 Introduction 

Ass an all first-row-element triatomic molecule with C v̂ symmetry in both the neutral and 

ionicc ground states, N20 is very much suited for detailed quantum-mechanical and 

spectroscopicc investigation. The present study of the N20 molecule complements a series of 

recentt resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization photoelectron spectroscopy (REMPI-PES) 

studiess on other 16-valence electron systems with a linear structure: CO2, COS, and CS2 [1-

3].. Investigation of N2O is also of interest from an environmental point of view, as the 

moleculee plays an important role in atmospheric processes [4,5]. 

Thee configuration of the electronic ground state (X 'Z+) of N2O is given by 

....6<T2lTr47a227i\ \ 

Thee lowest adiabatic ionization energy (IE) has been determined by a number of 

methods,, including extrapolation of Rydberg series [6], photoelectron spectroscopy [7], mass 

detectionn of N20+ (appearance potential) [8,9], and pulsed field ionization (PFI) in 

combinationn with electron detection [10]. The most accurate value is 103963  5 cm"1, which 

iss given by the latter method. Due to spin-orbit coupling, the ionic ground state is split into 

twoo terms, X 2Yhn and X 2Ylm-, the latter of which lies 134 cm"1 higher than the former [10]. 

Thee vibrational frequencies of the N20 and N20+ ground states are given in Table I. If the 

doublyy degenerate bending vibration V2 is excited, the electronically two-fold degenerate X 
2n3/22 and X 2ri|/2 spin-orbit components of the ground state ion are split, due to the interaction 

off the electronic orbital angular momentum A and the vibrational angular momentum £, which 

iss the so-called Renner-Teller effect [11]. Analysis of emission spectra (X 2U <- A 2£+) of 

N 20++ has led to precise energy values for the Vj =1 vibronic levels [12]. The adiabatic IE for 

formationn of the first excited ionic state A 2S+ is given as 16.38(9) eV (132185 cm'1 ) by 

photoelectronn spectroscopy [7]. 

Quitee a number of techniques, including photoabsorption [6,13,14], electron impact 

[15,16]] and resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization in combination with mass-resolved 

ionn detection (REMPI) [17,18] have been used for spectroscopic investigation of the excited 

statess of N2O below the X 2fl limit. Studies on superexcited states include photoionization [9] 
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TableTable I 

FundamentalFundamental frequencies (cm'1) of the symmetric stretch (vj), the bending (V2), and the 

asymmetricasymmetric stretch (V3) vibration, in the ground state of neutral N2O and N20+. 

N 2 00 N 2 0 + N 2 0 + 

(x's+)) (x2n3/2) (x2n1/2) 

1284.9133 1126.51* 1126.423 

588.77a a 

412.354b b 

449.477b b 

579.269b b 

619.259b b 

2223.76aa 1737.6a 1737.73 

aa Ref. 27 
bRef.. 12 

andd measurement of fluorescence from excited neutral fragments as a function of the 

excitationn wavelength [19]. 

Thee first comprehensive study of the N 2 0 absorption spectrum was performed by Duncan 

[13],, in the spectral region of 45455-117647 cm"1. He found three regions of continuous 

absorptionn and a number of discrete bands. The maxima of two continua at 77900 and 91200 

cm"1,, respectively, together with the bands at 95852, 98326, 99609 and 100379 cm'1, were 

takenn as members of a Rydberg series converging to the first ionization limit and fitted to the 

followingg formula: 

E/hcc = 102567 - R / (n - 0.92)2, n = 3,4,....,8. 

However,, Duncan used an erroneous value of 102567 cm" (12.72 eV) for the series limit, as 

wass first noted by Watanabe [8], who reported a value of 12.90 eV, close to its present value. 

Whetherr the observed resonances form a series is therefore questionable. Duncan's 

observationss were largely confirmed by those of Lassettre et al. [15] and Zelikoff et al. [14]. 

Thee latter group studied the wavelength region between 47619-92593 cm"1 in more detail and 

reportedd a number of additional bands. 

2Z+ + 

2A5/2 2 

A3/2 2 
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Extensivee Rydberg structure was reported by Tanaka et al. [6] in the energy range 

betweenn 84600-161300 cm' . They arranged the observed bands in nine series, converging to 

thee X 2n, A 2£+, and C 2Z+ ion cores. A number of bands found by the above-mentioned 

authorss [6,13-15] have been assigned by Lindholm [20] in n£X terminology on the basis of 

expectedd quantum defects for particular types of Rydberg orbitals. Moreover, Berkowitz and 

Elandd [9] observed several Rydberg series converging to the A S+ and C Z+ limits in their 

photoionizationn spectra, which were not reported by Tanaka et al. [6]. 

Moree recently, Patsilinakou et al [17] used resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization 

inn combination with mass-resolved ion detection (REMPI) to investigate the range from 

800000 to 90000 cm'1. Their spectra suggested new origins (3pa 'fl; 3p7i !Z+, *A; 3da 'ü ; 3d7r 

'S+ ,, 'A and 3dS ' n , LO) and a wealth of vibronic structure mainly associated with the 3 pa ' n 

origin. . 

Szarkaa and Wallace [18], who investigated the range from 80000 to 87000 cm"1 using the 

samee technique, largely confirmed or refined the tentative assignments of Patsilinakou et al. 

andd assigned some new vibronic structure associated with the 3p<r ' n state. Their analysis 

includess labeling of the resonances with vibronic term symbols, and was assisted by 

comparingg intensities and band contours using linearly and circularly polarized light. 

Inn the present work, Rydberg states in the energy range from 80000 cm" up to the lowest 

IEE at 103963 cm"1 are detected by (3+1) REMPI in combination with mass-resolved ion 

detectionn or kinetic-energy-resolved photoelectron detection. The application of high-

resolutionn photoelectron spectroscopy to these Rydberg states has enabled us to identify the 

finall ionic states reached in the photoionization process, so that an unambiguous assignment 

off the observed resonances can be made. Moreover, near-resonant vibronic interactions 

betweenn (high-lying) Rydberg states and the vibronic manifolds built on lower-lying origins 

cann be observed in the photoelectron spectra. 

Forr the majority of the bands observed between 80000 and 90000 cm"1, we confirm the 

assignmentss of Patsilinakou et al. [17] and Szarka and Wallace [18]. However, some bands 

aree reassigned. The range from 90000 cm"1 up to the lowest ionization limit is investigated 

withh the REMPI-PES technique for the first time. In this spectral region we find a large 

numberr of origins, including 17 origins which were either not assigned earlier or are 

reassignedd now. Most of the observed states belong to Rydberg series converging to the 

lowestt IE (X 2n), but one resonance is assigned as a state built upon the A 2£+ ionic core. 
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4.22 Experimental 

Thee experimental setup has been described in detail previously [21]. Briefly, the laser 

systemm consists of a Lumonics HyperDye 500 dye laser (bandwidth -0.08 cm"1) operating on 

DMQ,, PTP, DCM, Rhodamine B, or Rhodamine 6G, which is pumped by a XeCl excimer 

laserr (Lumonics HyperEx 460) operating at 30 Hz. The dye laser output is frequency-doubled, 

whenn necessary, in a Lumonics HyperTrak 1000 unit using a KD*P or BBO crystal. The 

outputt radiation is focused (f.l.= 25 mm) into a "magnetic bottle" photoelectron spectrometer, 

whichh alternatively can be used as a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. In the case of electron 

detection,, the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer allows for a collection efficiency of 50%. The 

laserr wavelength, as well as the energy scale of the photoelectrons, was calibrated using 

resonance-enhancedd multiphoton ionization of krypton or xenon via known excited states 

[22].. An energy resolution of typically 10-18 meV (FWHM) was achieved for krypton and 

xenon.. N2O (Matheson) was effusively introduced into the spectrometer. 

4.33 Results and discussion 

4.3.11 Rydberg structure between 80100-86400 cm"1 

Thee three-photon excitation spectrum in the range between 80100-86400 cm"1 is obtained 

usingg kinetic-energy-resolved photoelectron detection. The observed band positions are in 

goodd agreement with the data of Patsilinakou et al. [17] and Szarka and Wallace [18]. The 

observedd bands were assigned by these authors as the 3pa ' n origin and vibronic structure 

belongingg to it. By analysis of the photoelectron spectra recorded at the maxima of all the 

resonances,, we are able to confirm their assignments for the majority of the observed bands. 

However,, our spectra show that the previous assignments of the bands at 82725 and 83882 

cm'11 as 3} and 2J, 'A transitions, respectively [17,18], are not correct. 

Thee photoelectron spectrum taken at the resonance at 82725 cm"1 shows a doublet (split 

byy 131 cm"1) with energies of 0.769 and 0.786 eV (see Fig. 1(a)). These energies are 

compatiblee only with transitions to X 2rii/2 (0,0,0) and X 2n3/2 (0,0,0), respectively, starting 

fromm the vibronic ground level of N2O. Therefore, this resonance is identified as an origin, but 

withh a signal intensity which is low compared to that corresponding to the 3pa n origin at 

831788 cm"1. We therefore identify the intermediate state at 82725 cm"1 as the 3pa 3fl origin. 
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PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectra resulting from (3+1) REMPI via the resonances at a) 82725 cm' and 

b)b) 83882 cm'. 

Thiss assignment differs from the previous one, where this feature was assigned as a 3J band 

associatedd with the 3pa ' n origin [17,18], 

Thee photoelectron spectrum at 83882 cm" (see Fig. 1(b)) shows peaks with kinetic 

energiess of 0.868 and 0.884 eV (prominent feature) and of 0.952 and 0.968 eV (weak 

doublet).. The kinetic energies of the weak doublet are consistent with formation of X 2ri3/2 

(0,0,0)) and X 2Um (0,0,0) starting from X ' S + (0,0,0). The largest peak in the photoelectron 
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spectrumm is split by 129 cm"1, suggesting formation of X 2l\^n and X 2Y\\ri, both with an 

internall energy of 678 cm"1. The position of the resonance in the excitation spectrum, 704 

cmm above the 3pa ' n origin, together with the observations in the photoelectron spectrum, 

suggestt that the feature is built on the 3 pa ' n origin. However, a definitive assignment cannot 

bee made, since there is no likely vibronic level available to explain the observed ion internal 

energies.energies. A 2>\\\ hot band transition fits the energy requirements, but seems unlikely because 

thee X ' l + (0,0,1) level of N20 is not expected to be populated significantly at room 

temperature.. In any case, on the basis of the photoelectron spectrum the previous assignment 

off this feature at 83882 cm*1 to a 2l
0
 lA band [18] cannot be correct. Also, as noted by Szarka 

andd Wallace [18], the splitting of 272 cm"1 between the2|> 'S+ and 'A terms in the REMPI 

spectrumm is larger than expected for a level split by Renner-Teller interaction. 

4.3.22 Rydberg structure between 89100-100050 cm"1 

Figuree 2 shows the three-photon excitation spectrum in the range of 89100-100050 cm" 

obtainedd by monitoring the N20+ ion channel. Selecting the electrons of interest appeared to 

bee difficult in thiss wavelength region, due to a larger yield of electrons arising from ionization 

off various fragments. Therefore, mass-resolved ion detection is applied, although our 

spectrometerr allows for a higher collection efficiency in the case of electron detection. 

Thee resonances observed in the excitation spectrum are assigned as nso (n= 4-6), 4pa, 

andd np7i (n= 4,5) Rydberg states built upon the [X 2Ylm] or the [X 2ri3/2] ionic core. Some of 

thesee origins have been found previously: the [X 2rii/2]np7t (n= 4,5) and [X 2n3/2]np7r (n= 4,5) 

statess have been reported by Tanaka et al. [6], while the [X 2TIi/2]nsa (n= 4,5) states have 

beenn observed by Lassettre et al. [15]. The excitation spectrum also shows vibronic structure 

associatedd with these Rydberg states. An interloper resonance is observed at 99830 cm"1, 

previouslyy reported by Tanaka et al. [6] at 99710 cm"1, which has been identified as the [A 
2S+]3SCTT state by Lindholm [20]. Intensities are determined to a large extent by the dye that is 

used,, and by the position of the resonances on the dye gain curve. Since we made no special 

effortt to compensate for these effects, nothing can be inferred with certainty concerning the 

relativee intensities of the resonances. Some wavelength regions could not be covered well by 

anyy dye, which has inhibited as yet the observation of some Rydberg states {e.g. 5pa, 6po, 
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(3+1)(3+1) REMPI spectrum from 89100 up to 100050 cm', obtained by monitoring the A^C^ 

massmass channel. Proposed assignments of the origins and associated vibronic structure are 

givengiven in the uncoupled [ion corefn/A representation. Dashed lines indicate flc = 1/2 cores. 

andd 6p7i). In this work no clear evidence for [X Tl$a,\n\nA series with members expected in 

thee same energy region was found. 

Photoelectronn spectra were used again to allow the identification of the resonant states. 

Noo difficulties were encountered in assigning most of the resonances, but a small number of 

themm proved to be difficult, as will be discussed below. Despite the fact that sometimes quite 

weakk features in the excitation spectrum are addressed, the corresponding photoelectron 

spectraa and the observed quantum defects are mostly quite informative. Only in a few cases, 

e.g.. the weak features at -91865 cm" , the PE spectra remained inconclusive. 

Thee photoelectron spectrum recorded at 91283 cm"1 shows three weak peaks with almost 

equall intensity. The peaks at 2.199 and 2.055 eV can be attributed to formation of IT3/2 

(0,0,0)) and 2Y\y2 (1,0,0), respectively, starting from X 'E+ (0,0,0). The peak at 2.285 eV is not 

easyy to explain. The peak could be attributed to an overlapping hot band transition, but there 

iss no obvious transition fulfilling the energy requirements. Another possibility is that the peak 

iss due to ionization of a fragment. The fact that the resonance is an origin is confirmed by the 

photoelectronn spectrum recorded at 91443 cm", which unambiguously identifies this 

resonancee as an origin with an Qc = 1/2 core. This band is assigned as the [X 2IT]/2]4sa state. 
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Fromm its position, the resonance at 91283 cm"1 must therefore be its Qc = 3/2, "triplet" 

counterpart.. The assignment of the resonances at 91283 and 91443 cm"1 is further supported 

byy the features at 92486, 92971, and 93181 cm'. The positions in the REMPI spectrum and 

thee kinetic energies in the photoelectron spectra of these resonances identify them as, 

respectively,, an \\ transition associated with the [X 2Ylm]4sa state and 3l
0 transitions 

associatedd with both the Qc = 3/2 and Qc = 1/2 states. 

Thee photoelectron spectrum recorded at 94075 cm'1 shows weak peaks at 2.643 and 

2.6566 eV, compatible with a 0°0 transition to the X 2Ylm and X 2Uja states, respectively. The 

mostt intense feature at 2.399 eV, however, seems to indicate formation of X 2n3/2 with an 

internall energy of 2165 cm"1, or formation of X 2Um with an internal energy of 2033 cm" . 

Again,, no obvious vibronic transition fulfills the energy requirements. The peak might be due 

too near-resonant vibronic coupling with a lower-lying origin at approximately 92000 cm" 

(vide(vide infra), but there is no clearly resolved resonance at this position in the REMPI spectrum. 

Thee band at 94075 cm'1 is identified as the [X 2Ili/2]4pa state, but the assignment is not 

reliablee since the origin of the most prominent feature in the photoelectron spectrum is 

unclear. . 

Inn Fig. 2, three resonances are observed at 99561, 99692, and 99830 cm"'. The 

photoelectronn spectra recorded at 99561 and 99692 cm"1 clearly show that these resonances 

belongg to series converging to the lowest IE. However, electrons with comparable kinetic 

energiess are absent for the resonance at 99830 cm"1. We therefore conclude that this resonance 

doess not belong to a series converging to the lowest IE. Convergence to the A Z+ limit would 

meann production of electrons with very low kinetic energy (0.115 eV). Indeed, a weak signal 

correspondingg to electrons with low kinetic energy (approximately 0.34 eV) is present in the 

photoelectronn spectrum. Lindholm [20] lists a band at 99770 cm"1 and assigns it as a 3 sa 

originn built upon the A 2 I + ionic core. Since it proved to be difficult to determine such a low 

kineticc energy with adequate precision under the present experimental conditions, we are 

inclinedd to support the previous assignment of the resonance as a transition to the 

vibrationlesss [A 2X+] 3sa state. 

Surprisingly,, the photoelectron spectrum of the resonance at 99830 cm" shows a strong 

signall when the filter, used to separate the frequency-doubled from the fundamental laser 

radiation,, is removed. Under these conditions, both the doubled and undoubted output are 
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(3(3 + 1) REMPI spectrum from 100800 up to 104200 cm' , obtained by monitoring the N2O' 

massmass channel. Proposed assignments are given in the uncoupled [ion coreJn/A 

representation.representation. Dashed lines indicate Qc = 1/2 ion cores. 

availablee for spectroscopy. From this we conclude that undoubled light is used in the 

ionizationn step of this feature. Using this undoubled radiation, we find transitions in the 

photoelectronn spectrum at kinetic energies of 1.546 and 1.530 eV, indicating formation of X 

2ri3/22 (0,0,0) and X rii/2 (0,0,0). We explain these observations as a 3+1' resonance-enhanced 

transitionn to an autoionizing state in the Franck-Condon gap between the X Ii and A 2Z+ 

limits. . 

4.3.33 Rydberg structure between 100800-104200 cm ' 

Thee three-photon excitation spectrum in the 100800-104200 cm"1 energy region, obtained 

byy monitoring the N20+ ion channel, is depicted in Fig. 3. The photoelectron spectra, recorded 

att the maxima, identify all resonances as origins. 

Thee observed resonances in this wavelength region are assigned as nsa (n= 7-11) and npn 

(n== 8,9) Rydberg states converging to the X IT3/2 or the X IT1/2 limit. The [X 2Fl3/2]npn (n= 

8,9)) states have been reported previously by Tanaka et al. [6]. 

Ann overview of the positions of the maxima ( v ) of the origins in the 3+1 REMPI spectra 

iss presented in Table II together with their effective principal quantum number (n* =n-8, 
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TableTable II 

EffectiveEffective principal quantum numbers n* and proposed assignments for the origins in the 

(3+1)(3+1) REMPI spectrum. Newly assigned origins are printed in bold type. The series are 

denoteddenoted in an (uncoupled) [ion coreJn/A representation and, in parentheses, in a (coupled) 

Hund'sHund's case aorb representation. The lowest-lying states are best described by the coupled 

representation.representation. When going to higher excitation energies, the [ion core]n£X representation 

becomesbecomes the most appropriate. 

Transitionn energy n* n Transition energy n* n 

(cm"1)) (cm-1) 

[XX 2n3/2]nsa (3n) [X 2n1/2]nsa (lU) 

9128 3 3 
9703 4 4 
9956 1 1 
10088 9 9 
10172 7 7 
10225 2 2 
10260 4 4 
10287 2 2 

82725 5 
93904 4 

94705 5 
98449 9 
102019 9 
102474 4 

99830 0 

2.94 4 
3.98 8 
4.99 9 
5.99 9 
7.01 1 
8.01 1 
8.99 9 
10.03 3 

2.27 7 
3.30 0 

3.44 4 
4.46 6 
7.51 1 
8.58 8 

1.84 4 

n=4 4 
n=5 5 
n=6 6 
n=7 7 
n=8 8 
n=9 9 
n=10 0 
n=ll l 

n=3 3 
n=4 4 

n=4 4 
n=5 5 
n=8 8 
n=9 9 

n=3 3 

91443 3 
97207 7 
9969 2 2 
10103 9 9 
10184 6 6 
10237 8 8 
10275 4 4 
10300 8 8 

83178 8 
9407 5 5 

94903 3 
98623 3 
10213 6 6 

2.94 4 
3.99 9 
4.99 9 
5.99 9 
6.98 8 
7.99 9 
9.04 4 
10.04 4 

2.29 9 
3.31 1 

3.45 5 
4.48 8 
7.48 8 

n=4 4 
n=5 5 
n=6 6 
n=7 7 
n=8 8 
n=9 9 
n=10 0 
n=ll l 

n=3 3 
n=4 4 

n=4 4 
n=5 5 
n=8 8 

[XX 2n3/2]npa (3n) [X 2n1/2]npa ('il) 

[XX 2n3/2]nP7t (3Z+) [X 2Tlm]npn ('Z+) 

[AA 2 £ > s a ('l+) 
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wheree n is the principal quantum number and ö the quantum defect), which is calculated using 

thee relationship v = IE - R/(n*)2, where R is the Rydberg constant (109737 cm'1). The 

ionizationn limit IE in this expression is taken as 103963 or 104097 cm"1 [10], depending on 

whetherr the companion photoelectron spectrum identifies the Rydberg state as being 

associatedd with a series converging to the X 2U^Q. or X 2H]a spin-orbit state of the ion. 

Thee calculated quantum defects of the [X 2Yli/2]nsG 3fl and [X 2FIi/2]nsa ' n series are in 

thee range of 0.97-1.06 and 0.96-1.06, respectively. The theoretically obtained value for the 

nscrr series in N2O is 1.04 [23]. 

Thee series designated as [X 2ri3/2]np<7 3fl and [X 2Tl\a\np<j ' n have quantum defects of 

0.7,, clearly identifying the Rydberg orbitals as npcr or np7i. Polarization studies [18] suggest a 

nn term for the n=3 singlet origin, thereby identifying the Rydberg orbital as npa. 

4.44 Additional considerations 

Goingg from low to high principal quantum numbers transition from Hund's case a or b to 

Hund'ss case c is expected to take place [24]. In low n Rydberg states, exchange interactions 

makee a significant contribution to the observed splitting between the Qc = "1/2" and Qc = 

"3/2"" states. As a result, the singlet-triplet character is largely preserved. Therefore, the 

singlett state will be dominant in the REMPI spectrum. 

InIn high n Rydberg states, the exchange energy is nearly zero. In this case, the mixing 

betweenn the singlet and the triplet levels is nearly complete, and the splitting between them is 

approximatelyy equal to the ground state ionic spin-orbit splitting. As both states have mixed 

singlet-triplett character, they have equal intensity in the REMPI spectrum. Another indication 

off a transition to Hund's case c can be obtained from the photoelectron spectra. The 

photoelectronn spectrum will show only one core if Hund's case c is appropriate. 

Althoughh the splitting in the excitation spectrum between the [X 2ri3/2]nso and [X 
2rii/2]nsaa states is quite irregular, probably due to the weakness of some signals and 

overlappingg series, it has a mean value close to 134 cm'1 for n=6 and higher. For n=4 and n=5, 

thee splitting seems to be significantly larger than the spin-orbit splitting in the ground state 

ion.. This would imply that there is still some contribution from the exchange interaction to the 

observedd splitting, and thus that transition to Hund's case c is not yet complete. Since the Qc = 

3/22 and the Qc ~ 1/2 states are nearly equal in strength in the REMPI spectrum, even for n=4 

andd n=5, we conclude that Hund's case c labeling is appropriate for all observed origins of 
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thesee series (though to a somewhat lesser extent for n=4 and n=5), which is also indicated by 

thee photoelectron spectra. Turning to the npa series, the REMPI and photoelectron spectra 

showw that the 3po ' n and 3pa n states are best described in Hund's case a or b terms. The 

observedd splitting in the excitation spectrum for the n=4 origins of these series is 171 cm', 

indicatingg that Hund's case c labeling starts to become appropriate in the npa series for n=4 

andd higher. 

Thee series designated as [X 2n3/2]np7i 3S+ and [X 2Yi\n\T^n ' l + show splittings of 198, 

174,, and 117 cm"1 for n=4, n=5, and n=8, respectively, suggesting that the transition to 

Hund'ss case c [24] is completed somewhere between n=5 and n=8. Also, the intensities of the 

features,, both in the excitation spectra and in the associated photoelectron spectra, support 

thiss point of view. They clearly show that for n=4 the singlet-triplet mixing is still weak with 

thee singlet dominating, while for the higher n=5 and n=8 members of the [X 2ri3/2,i/2]np7i 

series,, increased singlet-triplet mixing develops. The photoelectron spectra of the n=4, 5 and 8 

memberss of the [X 2ri3/2]np7i series are depicted in Fig. 4, which shows the transition to 

Hund'ss case c. In Hund's case a or b representation, 1,3A and '' S+ terms are possible for these 

series.. As the resonances are also present in the one-photon absorption spectrum [6], we label 

themm in Table II as 3L+ and 'S+. 

Thee npTi series were first observed by Tanaka et al. [6], who labeled them as series I and 

II.. Their series show quite irregular splittings. Starting with a splitting of 327 cm" for n=3, 

thee splitting decreases to 156 cm"1 for n=5 (as expected for a transition to Hund's case c), but 

thenn goes up again, reaching splittings of 230 and 290 cm"1 for n=8 and n=9, respectively. We 

suggestt that some assignments of Tanaka's higher-lying origins are not correct. 

Inn one particular case, this is clearly shown by the photoelectron spectra. In the REMPI 

spectrumm (Fig. 3), a resonance can be observed with its maximum at 102019 cm" , in good 

agreementt with the resonance assigned as n=8, series I by Tanaka et al. at 101990 cm"1. The 

photoelectronn spectrum shows formation of X 2Tl3/2 (0,0,0) only. The n=8, series II resonance 

iss reported at 102220 cm"1, nearly coinciding with the resonance we assigned as [X 2ri3/2]9sa 

att 102252 cm"'. That this resonance cannot belong to series II (Qc = 1/2 core) follows from 

thee photoelectron spectrum, which exclusively shows the X 2n3/2 (0,0,0) core. In addition, a 

resonancee 117 cm"1 above the one at 102019 cm"1 is observed, which predominantly shows 

formationn of X 2Oi/2 (0,0,0). We assign this resonance as [X 2rii/2]8p7i. 
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PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectra resulting from (3+1) REMPI via the n=4, n=5, and n=8 members of 

thethe [X I7s/2Jnp7V series. 
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Itt is interesting to note that N2O is in many ways similar to CS2. Both molecules have a 

16-electronn valence shell, and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) cannot be 

approximatedd by an atomic orbital. Since CS2 belongs to the D«,h point group, there are 

markedd differences between its 2+1 and 3+1 REMPI spectra due to the parity selection rules: 

onlyy the npcru, np7tu, and nfA.u series are observed in the 3+1 REMPI spectrum, whereas the 

2+11 REMPI spectrum shows only the nsag and nd^g series [3]. 

Sincee N2O is almost homonuclear, it might be regarded as belonging to the D ĥ point 

groupp and therefore as having inversion symmetry. This assumption was used by Patsilinakou 

etet al. [17] to explain the relative intensities of the OQ, 2{,, and 2° bands associated with the 

3paa ' n state in the 2+1 and 3+1 REMPI spectrum. The 0°0 band is strong in the 3+1 REMPI 

spectrumm and weak in the 2+1 REMPI spectrum. In contrast with this, the l\ and 2° bands 

aree stronger in the 2+1 REMPI spectrum than in the 3+1 REMPI spectrum. The 3p<r ' l l state 

iss formed out of an X 2ng- ion core and a 3pov Rydberg orbital. The direct product is 

ungeradee so that the (0,0,0) X '£%• -> (0,0,0) 3pa ' r iv transition should be allowed in one-

andd three-photon absorption and forbidden in two-photon absorption. In the same way, 2{, 

andd 2® transitions can be regarded as effective g -> g and u -> u promotions, respectively, 

thatt should only be allowed in two-photon absorption. 

Itt is interesting to compare the REMPI spectra of CS2 with our results for N2O: validity 

off the parity selection rules for N20 would imply that the nsa series is absent from the 3+1 

REMPII spectrum, or at least very weak. Our observation of the nsa series as a prominent 

seriess in the 3+1 REMPI spectrum, at least comparable in strength with the npa and nprc 

seriess ('g'-»'u'), casts doubt on the validity of parity selection rules based on approximate 

inversionn symmetry. 

Inn the photoelectron spectra recorded at higher excitation energies, a large number of 

peakss from electrons with low kinetic energy can be observed, as is the case with other 

moleculess [25,26]. A prototypical example is shown in Fig. 5, which displays the 

photoelectronn spectrum obtained for ionization via the [X 2ri3/2]l lsa(v'=0) Rydberg state. On 

thee basis of the Av=v+-v'=0 propensity rule for ionization of Rydberg states, one would a 

prioripriori  expect that ionization would lead to ions in their vibrationless X YI2/2 ground state. 

Figuree 5 shows, in contrast, that photoionization results predominantly in photoions with a 
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PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectrum resulting from (3+1) REMPIvia the [X H3/2] User state. 

largee amount of vibrational energy. The explanation for this apparent contradiction is found in 

thee role of vibronic coupling between the [X ri3/2]llsa(v'=0) level and nearly coincident 

vibronicc levels of lower-lying Rydberg states. If such a vibronic coupling is strong enough, a 

descriptionn of the state that is ionized as | [X 2ri3/2]l l s c > |v'=0) is not accurate, but should be 

correctedd to | [X 2n3/2]llsCT > |v'=0) + XUJ | [X2n3/2]n/,>L, > | v, ; , v 2 l , v 3 , ) . Assuming Av=0 

ionization,, ionization of the latter wavefunction will not only give rise to ions in their 

vibrationlesss ground state, but also to ions with an internal energy given by ( v ^ v ^ v j ) . 

Underr the usual assumption that vibrational frequencies in the Rydberg state are close to the 

vibrationall frequencies of the ionic core upon which the Rydberg state is built, the difference 

betweenn the kinetic energies of electrons associated with ions generated in the ( v ^ V j . v ^ ) 

andd v+=0 levels thus directly reflects the difference in the electronic excitation energies of the 

[XX 2ri3/2]llsa and the vibronically coupled [X 2n3/2]n,^i Rydberg states. In this way, a 

photoelectronn spectrum recorded for ionization via higher-lying Rydberg states allows the 

directt observation of many lower-lying Rydberg states [25,26]. For instance, the 
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photoelectronn spectrum displayed in Fig. 5 shows a large part of the [X Tlj^nso series. The 

principlee of this vibronic mixing is schematically shown in Fig. 6. The [X 2ri3/2]nso7 states 

whichh couple with the [X 2n3/2]llsa(v'=0) state are indicated as quasicontinua. Even for 

Rydbergg states relatively close to [X 2n3/2]llsa, e.g. the [X 2Tlm]8so state, the number of 

vibronicc levels which can couple is quite significant. This is partly due to the fact that for the 

linearr N2O molecule Renner-Teller coupling is operative, leading to several vibronic states 

arisingg from the coupling between degenerate electronic states and one or more quanta of the 

bendingg vibration V2. 

Inn the present case, states are observed that belong predominantly to the same series, 

althoughh weaker vibronic coupling with other series is also observed. Vibronic coupling thus 

enabless us to confirm the electronic excitation energies of Rydberg states observed in the 

REMPII excitation spectrum. At the same time, it enables the observation of Rydberg states 

whosee Av=0 transitions cannot be observed in the REMPI excitation spectrum due to low dye 

gainn at those excitation energies. For example, in the present study the origin transitions to the 

[XX 2n3/2,i/2]5pa,6pa states could not be observed, but photoelectron spectra obtained for 

ionizationn via higher-lying Rydberg states show peaks that can consistently be interpreted as 

derivingg from ionization of vibronic levels of the [X 2ri3/2,i/2]5pa,6pa Rydberg states. 

4.55 Conclusions 

Thee application of three-photon excitation spectroscopy in combination with mass-

resolvedd ion and kinetic energy-resolved electron detection has led to a detailed 

characterizationn ofRydberg states of N2O in the wavelength region from 80000 cm"1 up to the 

lowestt ionization limit at 103963 cm'1. We were able to confirm many of the earlier 

assignmentss [17,18] of vibronic structure associated with the 3po J 0 state in the 80000-90000 

cm"11 energy range. However, the photoelectron spectrum of the resonance at 82725 cm*1 

showss that this resonance, which was formerly assigned as a 3 J band, is the transition to the 

vibrationlesss 3pa 3 n state. In the spectral region from 90000 cm*1 up to the lowest IE, we 

havee observed 17 origins which were either not assigned earlier or are reassigned now. 

Intensitiess and splittings of the Qc = 1/2 and Qc = 3/2 states in the REMPI spectrum, as 

welll as the presence of only one spin-orbit component in most of the photoelectron spectra, 

indicatee that Hund's case c representation is appropriate for all observed Rydberg states, 

exceptt for the [X 2U\n, 3/2]3pa and the [X 2U\a, 3/2]4p7i states. The photoelectron spectra 
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recordedd at higher-lying resonances show photoelectrons, which can be attributed to vibronic 

couplingg of the resonance with the near-resonant vibronic manifolds built on lower-lying 

origins.. In this way, large parts of Rydberg series are observed in single photoelectron 

spectra. . 
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•• Figure 6 

SchematicSchematic illustration showing vibronic mixing between the three-photon resonant origin 

(v—0)(v—0) level of one Rydberg state and accidentally near-resonant excited vibrational levels of 

twotwo lower-lying Rydberg states, whose origins are labeled as v '=0 and v "=0, respectively. 
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Chapterr 5 

Resonancee enhanced multiphoton ionization photoelectron 

spectroscopyy of gerade excited Rydberg states of the xenon dimer 

Abstract t 

Resonancee enhanced multiphoton ionization with high-resolution kinetic-energy-resolved 

electronn detection and with zero-kinetic-energy electron detection following pulsed-field 

ionizationn is performed on four excited gerade Rydberg states of the xenon dimer. Detailed 

informationn on the possible ionic cores and the dissociation limits of these states is obtained. 
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5.11 Introduction 

Thee study of Van der Waals dimers consisting of noble gas atoms is interesting both for 

fundamentall and practical reasons. An understanding of the weak bonding characteristics of 

Vann der Waals dimers is relevant for the type of bonding which occurs in many clusters and 

inn transition states which play a key role in many chemical reactions [1]. From a pragmatic 

pointt of view a detailed understanding of the properties of Van der Waals species containing 

raree gas atoms is important in the context of excimer lasers [2,3]. 

Thee xenon dimer is an important representative of the class of rare-gas dimers. In the 

groundd state of the dimer all the valence orbitals deriving from the 5p atomic orbitals are 

occupied.. The potential energy curve of this ground state only shows a shallow minimum at 

largee internuclear distance typical for Van der Waals bonding. When a valence electron is 

excitedd into a higher molecular orbital, excited states of the dimer are formed which may 

showw characteristics very different from those of the ground state. In fact, excited states can 

showw a large variety of bonding properties, ranging from states which are much more strongly 

boundd than the ground state, to those that are fully dissociative [4-21]. 

Studiess on Van der Waals complexes are demanding. They must be produced under non-

collisionall conditions which prevail in a molecular beam. In addition, since the shapes and 

positionss of the minima of the potential energy curves of ground and excited states are 

generallyy very different, the Franck-Condon factors for transitions from the ground state to 

excitedd states are usually very small, thus confronting the experimentalist with a detection 

problem.. Most of the information on the xenon dimer is therefore relatively recent. 

Ann experimental technique which has provided valuable information is one-photon 

absorptionn from the ground state to the various excited states [4-9]. Since the ground state has 

geradee symmetry, only excited states of ungerade symmetry can be addressed in this manner. 

InIn order to reach gerade states, photoabsorption involving an even number of photons is called 

for.. Studies on gerade states have been carried out on the two-photon excited transitions from 

thee Og ground state to Rydberg states possessing Xe ' So + Xe* (6s <— <- 5p), Xe ' So + Xe 

(5dd <- <— 5p),, and Xe lS0 + Xe (6p <- <— 5p) dissociation limits [10-21]. The atomic 

selectionn rule for two-photon absorption is ts.0, = 0 or  2. Therefore, two-photon transitions 

fromm the 5p valence orbital to 6s and 5d Rydberg orbitals are forbidden in a Xe atom, while 

thatt to the 6p Rydberg orbital is allowed. Although t is not a rigorously good quantum 

numberr in a molecule because of the anisotropy of the molecular potential, these 
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considerationss should still carry some weight when applied to the spectral intensities of the 

correspondingg transitions in the xenon dimer. 

Thee gerade states of Xe2 have been studied predominantly with (2+1) resonance 

enhancedd multiphoton ionization spectroscopy in combination with mass-resolved ion 

detectionn (REMPI) [12,14-16,18,20,21]. The mass-resolved REMPI studies have focused on 

specificc isotopomers and the excitation spectra for the bound intermediate states usually show 

well-resolvedd vibrational structure. From these studies the spectroscopic parameters of the 

geradee excited states have been derived in detail. The REMPI technique has one serious 

disadvantagee in that on ionization only the presence of ions is monitored, while no 

informationn about the internal energies of the ions formed can be derived. When Rydberg 

statess are considered, they can be viewed in a simple picture as consisting of an ionic core 

withh one electron in a Rydberg orbital. On ionization the Rydberg electron is removed and the 

ionicc core remains. In order to obtain more information about the electronic structure of 

Rydbergg states it is essential to determine the internal energies of the ions formed, from which 

ann attempt may be made to deduce the state of the ionic core. In this context photoelectron 

spectroscopyy (PES) is an invaluable tool. When configuration interaction is prevalent, 

Rydbergg states can no longer be described in terms of a single ionic core with an added 

Rydbergg electron. Laser photoelectron spectroscopy, either by conventional means (REMPI-

PES)) or by more sophisticated methods such as zero-kinetic-energy electron detection with 

pulsed-fieldd ionization (ZEKE-PFI) possesses the unique capability of making configuration 

interactionn experimentally visible. A limited number of REMPI-PES studies on the gerade 

statess of Xe2 have been carried out to date [13,17,19]. 

Inn order to obtain more information about the ionic cores of the excited Rydberg states 

studiedd in this work, the lowest ionic states are important. When a 5p electron is removed 

fromm the dimer, six low-lying ionic states can be formed when spin-orbit coupling is taken 

intoo account. For small internuclear distances these states are in order of increasing energy: 

A 2 S^uu (which in the conventional labeling of the rare gas dimer cations is the ground 

electronicc state), B 2Tli/2g, B 2ri]/2g, C 2n3/2U, C 2Umu and D2Sjh
/2g. These ionic states have 

beenn studied in some detail employing both experimental [22-24] and theoretical methods 

[25-29]. . 
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TableTable I 

SpectroscopicSpectroscopic constants for the states ofXe2 and Xe\ involved in the present study. 

Electronicc state Dissociation limit Ree T e D e C0e tOeXe 

(A)) (cm"1) (cm"1) (cm"1) (cm"1) 

Xe22 l g
a 

Xe22 ? b 

Xe22 0! c 

Xe'S00 + Xe*6s[3/2]i 5.36 68082.0 150.1 9.10 0.140 
Xe'Soo + X e ' ó p ^ k 4.33 78015.1 300.8 21.5 0.4 
Xe'Soo + Xe*5d[5/2]3 5.51 82514.9 112.10 5.7955 0.07491 

V p ++ A2Y+  d 
A . e 22 / \ ^ i / 2 u 

Xe** B 2 n 3 / 2 g
d 

Xe22 c n 3 / 2 u 

Xe^B 2 n i / 2 g
f f 

A e 22 ^ 1 A l /2u 

A e 22 u Z j l /2g 

3.17 7 

3.19 9 

4.76 6 

6.35 5 

4.13 3 

5.29 9 

90107 7 

96208 8 

97575 5 

107097 7 

7923 3 

1822 2 

453 3 

78 8 

1472 2 

242 2 

123.41 1 

58.36 6 

23.1 1 

repulsiv e e 

49.96 6 

21.15 5 

0.486 6 

0.484 4 

0.55 5 

0.458 8 

aRef.21 1 
bRef.. 12 
cRef.. 20 
dRef.. 24,27 
eReff 23,27 
fRef.. 27 

Inn the present work high-resolution time-of-flight photoelectron spectroscopy was applied 

too four gerade Rydberg states which arise from excitation of a 5p electron into a molecular 

Rydbergg orbital. These states are the lg state with a Xe 'S0 + Xe* 6s[3/2]] dissociation limit, 

thee 0g state with a Xe 'S0 + Xe* 6s[3/2]i dissociation limit, the state at ~ 78000 cm'1 with a 

Xee 'So + Xe* 6p[5/2]2 dissociation limit, and the 0g state with a Xe 'S0 + Xe* 5d[5/2]3 

dissociationn limit. In addition, ZEKE-PFI was attempted for all states, but could only be 

carriedd out successfully on the state at ~ 78000 cm"1 with a Xe 'S0 + Xe* 6p[5/2]2 

dissociationn limit, and on the excited Xe* 5d[5/2]3 atoms produced on photofragmentation of 

thee 0g state with a Xe 'So + Xe* 5d[5/2]3 dissociation limit. Although a definitive assignment 

off the final states is still not conclusive in all cases, the results obtained pose strong 

restrictionss on the ionic states which can be reached on photoionization. In addition, reliable 
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informationn on dissociation limits is derived. Spectroscopic parameters of the bound excited 

statess of Xe2 and the ionic states involved in the present study are given in Table I. 

5.22 Experimental 

Inn the present study a nanosecond laser system in combination with a new home-built 2TI 

"magneticc bottle" spectrometer is used. The laser system has been described previously [30]. 

Itt consists of a XeCl excimer laser (Lumonics HyperEx 460) which in one-colour experiments 

pumpss a Lumonics HD 500 dye laser operating on Rhodamine 6G, Coumarin 480 or 

Coumarinn 500. The output of the dye laser is frequency-doubled in a Lumonics HyperTrak 

10000 unit using an angle-tuned BBO or KD*P crystal and focused into the ionization region of 

thee spectrometer by a quartz lens with a focal length of 25 mm. In two-colour experiments the 

pumpp beam is split and used to pump the Lumonics HD 500 dye laser, as well as a Lumonics 

HDD 300 dye laser operating on DCM or Coumarin 500. The output of the HD 300 dye laser is 

doubled,, when necessary, in an Inrad Autotracker II system with a KD*P crystal, and focused 

byy an identical lens on the opposite side of the spectrometer. The pulses of both dye lasers are 

overlappedd in time using a fast silicon photodiode (HP5082-4203). 

Thee spectrometer consists of a 2TT analyser, based upon the original design by Kruit and 

Readd [31], which is equipped with a molecular beam gas inlet system. In the ionization region 

off the spectrometer a strongly diverging magnetic field parallelizes the trajectories of 50% of 

thee electrons produced in a laser shot. The kinetic energies of these electrons are subsequently 

analysedd by means of a time-of-flight technique. After detection by a pair of microchannel 

plates,, the signal is amplified (Stanford Research 445) and stored in a 500 MHz digital 

oscilloscopee (Tektronix TDS540) which is connected to a computer (Intel 80486 DX2 66 

MHz). . 

AA photoelectron spectrum is constructed by increasing in steps the retarding voltage on a 

gridd in the flight tube and transforming each time only the high-resolution part of the time-of-

flightt spectrum. In this way, an optimum energy resolution of about 10 meV can be obtained 

forr all kinetic energies. The energy scale of the photoelectrons as well as the laser 

wavelengthss were calibrated using resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization of krypton or 

xenonn atoms via known excited states [32]. 

Thee pulsed supersonic expansion is generated by a General Valve Iota One System in a 

chamberr which is pumped by an Edwards Diffstak 2000 oil diffusion pump backed by an 
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Edwardss E2M40 rotary pump. The expansion chamber is connected to the ionization chamber 

throughh a Beam Dynamics skimmer with a diameter of 100 urn. The ionization region is 

evacuatedd by a Balzers TPH 170 turbomolecular pump backed by a Leybold Trivac D16B 

rotaryy pump. The flight tube is pumped by a Leybold Turbovac 450 turbomolecular pump 

backedd by a Leybold Trivac D16B rotary pump. A backing pressure of 2 bar for an expansion 

off 10% Xe seeded in He was used in order to create an expansion with maximum dimer 

concentrationn and few larger clusters. A pulse duration of typically 280 us at a repetition rate 

off 30 Hz was employed. Under these conditions, the pressure in the expansion chamber is 

aboutt 6-10"5 mbar, measured with a Penning gauge (Edwards CP25-K). Without gas input the 

pressuree is about M0"7 mbar. The pressure in the flight tube, monitored by a high-vacuum 

ionizationn gauge, is typically M0"7 mbar, which remains almost the same when gas is 

introducedd into the spectrometer. A home-built delay/pulse generator is used to control the 

timingg of the gas pulse relative to the laser pulse. 

Twoo grids are installed on the magnetic pole faces in the ionization chamber which allow 

forr the application of static or pulsed electric fields. By putting appropriate voltages on these 

grids,, the spectrometer can be used as a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, although the 

detectionn efficiency is somewhat lower than in the case of electrons. In a typical ZEKE-PFI 

experiment,, the grid nearest the flight tube is grounded, while a negative variable bias is 

appliedd at the other grid. In the present ZEKE-PFI experiments a fixed DC electric field of 2.5 

V/cmm was applied to sweep out the prompt electrons. After a delay of about 100 ns, a fast 

electricc field pulse of 15 or 17.5 V/cm was used to ionize the high-n Rydberg states 

convergingg upon the ionic limit studied and excited by two-colour multiphoton absorption. 

5.33 Results and discussion 

5.3.11 The lg state with a Xe % + Xe* 6s[3/2Ji dissociation limit 

Thee lg state with a Xe lS0 + Xe* 6s[3/2][ dissociation limit, designated as lg(6s), was first 

investigatedd by Koeckhoven et al. using (2+1) REMPI in combination with mass-resolved ion 

detectionn [21]. Since only a narrow mass range was monitored in these experiments, the 

excitationn spectrum corresponded to few isotopomers and showed clearly resolved vibrational 

structure.. By employing REMPI in combination with kinetic-energy-resolved electron 

detection,, in the present study all the isotopomers contributed to the excitation spectrum, 
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Xe** 6s[3/2], 

0.255 0.35 0.45 0.55 0.65 
Electronn kinetic energy (eV) 

0.7 7 

•• Figure 1 

PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectra obtained for excitation a) below the lg(6s) dissociation limit using a 

one-photonone-photon energy of 34110.5 cm ; b) above the lg(6s) dissociation limit using a one-photon 

energyenergy of 34128.5 cm'. 

leadingg to a structureless vibrational envelope. The photoelectron spectrum which was 

obtainedd for (2+1) ionization via the lg(6s) state at a one-photon energy of 34110.5 cm"1, i.e. 

belowbelow the dissociation limit of lg(6s), is depicted in Figure la. Apart from photoelectrons 

derivingg from the molecular photoionization process, the spectrum also shows photoelectrons 

resultingg from non-resonant three-photon ionization of ground-state So atomic Xe. Figure lb 

displayss the photoelectron spectrum obtained at 34128.5 cm"1, i.e. above the dissociation limit 

off lg(6s). Here, the observed peaks can be associated with one-photon ionization of excited 

Xee 6s[3/2]i atoms formed in the dissociation process, as well as non-resonant three-photon 

ionizationn of ground-state So Xe. 
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•• Figure 2 

CorrelationCorrelation diagram between molecular dimer states at a distance corresponding to the 

equilibriumequilibrium distance in the ground state and in the separated atom approximation (see text 

forfor explanation). 

Inn a simple one-electron picture the lg(6s) state can be described by one particular ionic 

coree with a Rydberg electron occupying an orbital of 6sag symmetry [28,29]. In Figure 2, a 

diagramm of Koeckhoven et al. [21] is presented in which molecular states derived from dimer 

electronicc configurations are correlated to molecular states derived from the appropriate 

dissociationn limits. The electron configurations considered in the diagram involve excitation 

off a 5pau , 5p7ig, 5p7ru or 5pag valence electron to the lowest unoccupied molecular 6sog 

orbital.. Combination of the lowest six molecular ionic states with a 6sag electron results in 

sixteenn excited states which are given on the left-hand side in the diagram using Hund's case 

aa (2S+1A) and Hund's case c (Qg/U) notation. The ordening of these excited states is obtained 

fromm a theoretical study of Ermler et al. for an internuclear distance which is equal to the 

equilibriumm distance of the ground state [28]. On the right-hand side the molecular states are 
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consideredd in the separated atom limit. Here, the atomic states are given using both LS 

couplingg (2S+1Lj) and jc£ coupling (n '̂[jcore+ R̂ydberg electron];) notation. Removal of a 5p 

electronn from atomic Xe in its ground state results in two ionic states, 2p3# and 2Pi/2-

Combinationn of these atomic ion states with a 6s electron results in four atomic excited states 

[32].. If the atoms in these excited states are combined with a Xe atom in its ground state, 

againn sixteen molecular states are formed. In the Xe dimer only Q, the projection of the total 

electronicc angular momentum on the internuclear axis, rather than A and S separately, is a 

well-definedd quantum number [27-29]. In the diagram, electronic states derived from 

electronicc configurations and dissociation limits are therefore adiabatically correlated using 

onlyy Qg/U. The validity of a description of the excited states by a single- electron configuration 

willl be determined to a large extent by the degree of mixing of states with the same values of 

Og/u.. If such mixing is assumed to be small, the diagram in Figure 2 suggests that the lg(6s) 

statee with a Xe lSo + Xe* 6s[3/2]i dissociation limit has predominantly lTl(lg) character, 

whichh corresponds with a 2Yl\n% ionic core. Theoretical studies by Wadt [25] and Michels et 

al.al. [26] predict that the B 2Tl\a& state is purely repulsive. The potential energy curve 

calculatedd by Daskalopoulou et al. is mainly dissociative, but shows a very shallow well with 

aa depth of only 0.0097 eV (78 cm"1) at an internuclear distance Re = 6.35 A [27]. If the B 
2rii/2gg state is indeed repulsive, we can conclude that ionization does not take place into this 

statee on the basis of two arguments. First, the excitation spectrum of Koeckhoven et al. [21] 

off the lg(6s) state has been obtained by detecting Xe£ ions. Secondly, the photoelectron 

spectrumm for excitation below the dissociation limit of the lg(6s) state shows a feature which 

cann only be explained by formation of Xe2. Since the ionization energies of the C 2Yl\au and 

thee D2E^/2g ion states are too high to be reached in a (2+1) REMPI process via the lg(6s) 

state,, only the A 2Sjh
/2u, B 2Hm% and C 2Ylm.u ionic states remain to be considered. 

Thee photoelectron spectrum obtained for excitation below the lg(6s) dissociation limit 

hass been simulated by calculation of the Franck-Condon factors between the vibrational levels 

associatedd with the intermediate lg(6s) state and the A22Jh
/2u, B

 2ri3/2g and C 2Yhrht ionic 

states.. The spectroscopic parameters of the lg(6s) and the C 2Tl3/2u state were taken from [21] 

andd [23,27], respectively. The constants of the A 2 ! ^ , , and B 2Ylza  ̂ ionic states of [24,27] 
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•• Figure 3 

Franck-CondonFranck-Condon simulated photoelectron spectra for excitation below the lg(6s) dissociation 

limitlimit  for ion formation in the A Zf/2u- B IJwgOrC IT3/2U state. 

weree used. These experimental parameters have all been obtained from observed vibrational 

progressions,, assuming Morse potentials for the description of the potential energy curves. 

Sincee at large internuclear distances the Morse curve does not give a completely correct 

descriptionn of the potential of the lg(6s) state, the dissociation limit of the Morse potential 

(68221.88 cm"1) is slightly lower than the limit determined from the experimental spectrum 

(68229.66 cm"1) [21]. Vibrational levels of the lg(6s) state are excited all the way up to its 

dissociationn limit [21]. In order to calculate Franck-Condon factors we compute the 

vibrationall overlap between a vibrational level close to the theoretical dissociation limit of the 

Morsee potential (e.g. v'=24) and the ionic vibrational levels. The simulated photoelectron 

spectraa obtained by using a Gaussian line shape with a width (FWHM) of 100 cm"1 (12 meV) 

aree shown in Figure 3. Comparison of the photoelectron spectrum (Figure la) with the 

l/2u u 

B^l l 
3.22 c 

C\l C\l 
3/2u u 
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simulatedd spectra immediately shows that the ions cannot be formed in the A2E/"/2u state. The 

positionn of the strongest peak in the simulated spectra for the B 2n3/2g and the C 2n3 /2u state 

aree both in very good agreement with the peak caused by the molecular ionization process in 

thee experimental spectrum. However, the smaller peaks apparent in the simulated spectra are 

nott observed in the photoelectron spectrum. On the basis of these Franck-Condon simulations 

wee can therefore not distinguish between formation of the B Yl-in.% or C n ^u ionic states. 

Iff the lg(6s) state is regarded as a Rydberg state, one would expect that the spectroscopic 

parameterss of the lg(6s) and the corresponding ionic state would be very similar in shape and 

position.. The constants of the lg(6s) state are more consistent with a C 2n3/2U ionic core than 

withh a B 2ri3/2g ionic core (see Table I). 

Forr a bound-free one-photon ionization process, the transition dipole matrix element 

(^ionOTphotoeiectronlfilTneutra!)) must be nonvanishing [33]. Here, Tneutra] is the 

wavefunctionn of the excited state of Xe2, and ^ n and p̂hotoelectron are the wavefunctions of 

thee final state of Xe2 and the final state of the photoelectron, respectively. In an atomic-like 

picturee ionization of the 6so-g electron is expected to lead to a p (^=1) electron partial wave. 

Onn the basis of this approximation, the transition dipole matrix element for formation of the C 
2Fl3/2uu ionic state has an integrand of ungerade symmetry and therefore vanishes. From this 

pointt of view, ionization into the B 2Yhn% state is more likely. In order to obtain more 

informationn about the ionic states which are formed, we have performed a (2+1') ZEKE-PFI 

experimentt by pumping the two-photon transition to the lg(6s) state with the first laser, while 

scanningg the second laser across the energy region where the ZEKE-PFI signal is expected on 

thee basis of the kinetic energies of the photoelectrons. However, a ZEKE-PFI signal of Xe2 

couldd not be found. If the lg(6s) state can be described in terms of one particular ionic core, 

wee conclude that a B 2n3/2g or a C F^u assignment would be consistent with the present 

results. . 

5.3.22 The 0+ state with a Xe % + Xe* 6s[3/2]i dissociation limit 

Thee Og excited state with a Xe 'So + Xe* 6s[3/2]i dissociation limit, designated as 

0g(6s),, has been first studied by Koeckhoven et al. using (2+1) REMPI in combination with 
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Xe'' 6s[3/2], 

ii  1 1 1 1 1 1  ' 1 ' ' 1 ' ' 1 

0.33 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

Electronn kinetic energy (eV) 

•• Figure 4 

PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectrum obtained for excitation via the repulsive 0„(6s) state using a one-

photonphoton energy of 34403.5 cm . 

mass-resolvedd ion detection [21]. The 0*(6s) state has been observed for two-photon energies 

betweenn 68500 and 69000 cm"'. Since Koeckhoven et al. found that this state is fully 

dissociative,, the dissociation limit must be lower in energy. On the basis of the correlation 

diagramm of Figure 2, they concluded that the dissociation limit has to be Xe So + Xe 

6s[3/2]i,, because the combination Xe 'So + Xe* 6s[3/2]2 cannot result in a 0* state. 

Thee use of REMPI-PES allows for an independent determination of the dissociation limit 

off the 0g (6s) state. We have taken photoelectron spectra at various positions of the excitation 

spectrumm of this state. The photoelectron spectrum taken at a one-photon energy of 34403.5 

cm"11 is shown in Figure 4. All spectra show two peaks: one, which is compatible with one-

photonn ionization of excited Xe 6s[3/2]i atoms, whereas the second peak is associated with 

non-resonantt three-photon ionization of ground-state atomic Xe. From the photoelectron 

spectraa we conclude unambiguously that the 0g (6s) state has indeed a Xe 'So + Xe 6s[3/2]i 

dissociationn limit. 
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ZEKE-PFIZEKE-PFI spectrum resulting from ionization via the (0,0) band at 78016 cm'. 

5.3.33 The state at -78000 cm with a Xe % + Xe 6p[5/2]2 dissociation limit 

Anotherr state of gerade symmetry has been observed in previous REMPI and REMPI-

PESS experiments at a two-photon energy of approximately 78000 cm"1 [12-15,17]. The 

strongestt feature in the (2+1) REMPI excitation spectrum of this state which is located near 

thee Xe 'So + Xe* 6p[5/2]2 limit is a (0,0) band at 78016 cm"1. The (0,1) and (1,0) bands have 

alsoo been observed, but are much weaker. The electronic symmetry of the excited state 

involvedd in the transition is still uncertain. Dimov et al. proposed a 2g assignment [15], while 

aa 0g assignment was suggested by Dehmer et al. [12]. A photoelectron spectrum obtained via 

thee (0,0) band by Dehmer et al. shows two peaks, which they assigned to transitions to the B 
2ri3/2gg and C 2ri3/2u ionic states, with the C 2n3/2U transition being the more intense [13]. A 

photoelectronn spectrum of Hu et al. of this band obtained with a much lower energy 

resolutionn shows only one peak, on the basis of which a C IT3/2U ionic core was assigned to 

thiss Rydberg state [17]. A correlation diagram for the gerade excited states of Xe2 dissociating 

too Xe 'So + Xe 6p is given in ref. 17. 

Inn the present study we carried out a ZEKE-PFI experiment on this state. A ZEKE-PFI 

spectrumm was obtained by fixing the first laser on the (0,0) resonance, while scanning the 
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secondd laser over the C Tl^nu ionic limit. In this way, we could study the ionization process 

fromfrom the (0,0) band under much higher resolution than had previously been achieved. The 

resultingg spectrum is shown in Figure 5. The peak observed at 19794 cm"1 is a (2+1') ZEKE-

PFII signal of ground-state ' So Xe atoms. Since the lowest ionic P3/2 limit of xenon is well 

knownn [32], the deviation of this limit from the literature value can be determined accurately. 

Thee observed difference of 24.5 cm"1 is a result of the combination of the applied DC and 

pulsedd electric fields and any stray fields present in our spectrometer. This correction is 

somewhatt larger than the one required in a previous study which also employed the "magnetic 

bottle"" spectrometer [34], because of the larger pulsed field used here. The total excitation 

energyy of the strongest feature in the spectrum is 97579  4 cm"1 after a correction of 24.5 

cmm has been applied. This value is in good agreement with the ionization energy of 97582 

 4 cm"' for formation of Xej in the C 2rÏ3/2U state obtained by Lu et al. from a threshold 

photoelectronn spectrum [24]. Hu et al. calculated on the basis of Franck-Condon factors that 

formationn of the ion in the C 2Ti3/2u state results in population of the v+= 0 level [17]. This is 

confirmedd by our ZEKE-PFI results. 

5.3.44 The 0* state with a Xe !S0 + Xe* 5d[5/2]3 dissociation limit 

AA new low-lying state of gerade symmetry has been observed recently employing REMPI 

andd REMPI-PES experiments at a two-photon energy of approximately 82600 cm*1 [18-20]. 

Thee (2+1) REMPI mass-resolved spectrum in the spectral region of the atomic Xe 5d[5/2]3 

resonancee was first investigated by Green and Wallace [20], By selecting one isotopomer, 

theirr excitation spectrum shows a progression of clearly resolved vibrational bands. Green and 

Wallacee assumed that the observed state is built on either the B 2U.m% or D2SJ
t
/2g ionic core 

onn the basis of its small dissociation energy (De'=l 12.1 cm'1) which they derived from their 

vibrationall analysis (see Table I). Hu et al. have obtained mass-resolved REMPI excitation 

spectraa on one isotopomer using both linearly and circularly polarized light [18]. Their 

measurementss showed conclusively that this excited state has 0* symmetry. In addition, Hu 

etet al. have obtained a low-resolution photoelectron spectrum below the dissociation limit of 

thee 0g state [19]. Although they were not able to distinguish conclusively between a B 2rii/2g 

orr a B 2Fl3/2g ionic core assignment, they suggested that a B 2Y\\n% ionic core assignment 
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PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectra obtained for excitation a) below the Ot (5d) dissociation limit using a 

one-photonone-photon energy of'41303 cm' ; b) above the Ot (5d) dissociation limit using a one-photon 

energyenergy of 41323 cm . 

wouldd be most likely. A correlation diagram for the gerade excited states of Xe2 dissociating 

too Xe ' So + Xe 5d is given in ref. 17. 

Inn the present study we employed REMPI in combination with high-resolution kinetic-

energy-resolvedd electron detection in which all the isotopomers contributed to the excitation 

spectrum,, again leading to a structureless vibrational envelope of the 0g(5d) band. We 

obtainedd photoelectron spectra for excitation of the 0g(5d) state below and above its 

dissociationn limit. These spectra are depicted in Figures 6a and b, respectively. The peaks in 
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thee photoelectron spectrum above the dissociation limit can be associated with one-photon 

ionizationn of the excited Xe 5d[5/2]3 fragment, as well as non-resonant three-photon 

ionizationn of ground-state So Xe. The peak in the photoelectron spectrum which arises from 

excitationn below the dissociation limit can only be caused by the formation of Xe^. In 

addition,, the excitation spectra of Hu et al. [18] and Green and Wallace [20] have been 

obtainedd by detecting Xe£ - Therefore, we are forced to conclude that ionization cannot take 

placee into the fully repulsive B Tli/2g ionic state. Formation of the C rii/2u or the D2S^ /2g 

statee would result in photoelectrons with kinetic energies < 2.1 eV or < 2.0 eV, respectively. 

Sincee no peaks are observed at these kinetic energies in the photoelectron spectrum, these 

possibilitiess can also be excluded. The spectroscopic constants of the 1 g(6s) and the 0g(5d) 

statee are quite similar (see Table I), so that Franck-Condon simulations for ionization via the 

0g(5d)) state should be comparable to those for ionization via the lg(6s) state, which would 

excludee ionization into A I>l /2u  Therefore, we conclude that ionization from the 01" (5d) 

statee takes place into either the B 2n3/2g or the C 2Yl3/2{S ionic state. 

Inn order to obtain additional information, a ZEKE-PFI experiment was attempted in the 

samee way as described for the lg(6s) state. Again, a ZEKE-PFI signal of Xe2 was not found, 

althoughh very slow photoelectrons deriving from direct (2+1') photoionization could be 

observed,, whose dependence on the two-photon excitation wavelength closely followed 

previouslyy obtained excitation spectra for Xe2 [18,20]. Although ZEKE-PFI experiments via 

thee Og (5d) state of the dimer were unsuccessful, we managed to monitor the excited Xe 

5d[5/2]33 atoms formed in the photodissociation process employing ZEKE-PFI. This provides 

aa means of measuring the dissociation energy of the Og (5d) state. First, one laser is used to 

pumpp the atomic Xe* 5d[5/2]3 <— <— 'So transition, while the second laser scans the lowest 
2P3/22 ionic limit of the Xe atom. In this way, the excitation energy is determined at which the 

ZEKE-PFII signal of Xe 5d[5/2]3 appears. In a follow-up experiment, the first laser was used 

too scan across the Og (5d) band, while the second laser was fixed at the excitation wavelength 

forr the Xe* 5d[5/2]3 ZEKE-PFI signal. The resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 7, which 

allowss for a direct determination of the dissociation limit of the 0g(5d) dimer state. The 

dissociationn limit obtained from this spectrum is 82615  2 cm" , in good agreement with the 
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ZEKE-PFIZEKE-PFI signal of Xe 5d[5/2]$, where one laser is fixed on the Xe+ 2P3/2 <— Xe* 5d[5/2]3 

transition,transition, while the second laser is scanned across the O  ̂(5d) band. 

valuee of 82616.73  0.05 cm" of Green and Wallace, derived from an extrapolation of their 

vibrationall band positions [20]. 

5.44 Conclusions 

Inn this paper four gerade excited Rydberg states of Xe2 are studied with REMPI-PES and 

wheree possible with ZEKE-PFI. From REMPI-PES on the lg state with a Xe 'S0 + Xe* 

6s[3/2]ii dissociation limit and the 0g state with a Xe 'S0 + Xe* 5d[5/2]3 dissociation limit it is 

concludedd that the ionic core of these Rydberg states is either B 2n3/2g or C 2ri3/2U. REMPI-

PESS on the repulsive 0g state with a Xe 'S0 + Xe* 6s[3/2]i dissociation limit shows that its 

dissociationn limit is indeed as suggested before. 

Inn a ZEKE-PFI experiment, high-n Rydberg levels leading up to ground or excited ionic 

statess are employed as stepping stones, and pulsed-field ionization then takes place into the 

correspondingg ionic continuum. ZEKE-PFI experiments were attempted for the three bound 

molecularr Rydberg states mentioned earlier, but were only successful for the state at ~ 78000 

cm"'' with a Xe 'S0 + Xe* 6p[5/2]2 dissociation limit. From this study it is concluded that the 
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ionicc core associated with this state is C 2n3/2U- From excitation of the Og state with a Xe 'So 

++ Xe* 5d[5/2]3 dissociation limit above its dissociation limit, excited xenon atoms were 

formedd on which a separate ZEKE-PFI experiment was performed. This study independently 

confirmedd the dissociation energy of this intermediate Og state. 

Itt may seem surprising that ZEKE-PFI on the other bound Rydberg states failed. We 

ascribee this failure to the fact that only for the state at ~ 78000 cm"1 we consider a nominally 

allowedd 6p <— <— 5p transition. For the other two transitions to bound excited states the 

ZEKE-PFII signals are expected to be inherently weak for two reasons. First, excitation of the 

intermediatee states is "forbidden". Secondly, the high-n Rydberg states in ZEKE-PFI 

convergee in both cases upon excited states of the ion, thus allowing autoionization decay 

processess into the continua of lower-lying ionic states. Moreover, every ZEKE-PFI signal 

mustt compete with slow electrons arising from non-resonant ionization processes. 
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Chapterr 6 

Photoionizationn and photodissociation dynamics of H2 after (3+1) 

resonancee enhanced multiphoton ionization via the B *£* state 

Abstract t 

Wee present a study of the molecular photoionization and photodissociation processes in 

molecularr hydrogen occurring after one-photon absorption from various rovibrational levels 

(v'=3-22,J'=0-3)) of the B's;(lsCTg)(2pau) state using Resonance Enhanced MultiPhoton 

Ionizationn in combination with high-resolution PhotoElectron Spectroscopy (REMPI-PES). 

Forr one-photon absorption from the v'=3-8 levels molecular photoionization competes with 

photodissociationn into a ground-state atom and an atom in an n=2 excited state. A detailed 

comparisonn of the photoelectron spectra obtained via different rotational branches and 

vibrationall levels strongly indicates that singly-excited bound ' l * and 'rig Rydberg states at 

thee four-photon level exert a significant influence on the final state distributions of H*. In 

contrast,, one-photon absorption from the v'=9 and higher levels leads almost exclusively to 

dissociationn into a ground-state atom and an excited-state atom with n>2. Excited atomic 

fragmentss are ionized in a one-photon absorption step, and excited-atom distributions over the 

energeticallyy allowed values of the principal quantum number n are obtained. Simulations of 

thesee distributions suggest that excitation of dissociative continua of bound ' l g (lsag)(nsag), 

Zg(lsag)(ndag)) and ng(lsag)(nd7ig) Rydberg states may dominate over excitation of 

dissociativee doubly-excited ' Eg (2pau)(npau) and 1ng(2pCTu)(np7tu) states when considering 

thee dissociation dynamics after one-photon absorption from the v'>9 levels of the B state. 
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6.11 Introduction 

Inn the last five years, dissociative recombination has been a subject of extensive and 

detailedd studies. In this process free electrons recombine with molecular ions resulting in the 

breakupp of the molecule into fragments. For molecular hydrogen, dissociative recombination 

att low electron collision energies (< 3eV) can be pictured as proceeding in three stages: (i) 

electronn capture into a doubly excited repulsive curve of the neutral molecule, (ii) competition 

betweenn autoionization and dissociation along this curve, the so-called survival process, and 

(iii)) a long-range half-collision/dissociation process of the neutral molecule leading to two 

fragments.. The first two steps determine the electron capture cross section; the last stage is 

responsiblee for the final product state distributions. It is worth noting, that in spite of the 

apparentt simplicity of molecular hydrogen, especially the half-collision process is very 

complicated.. As described by Chupka [1] in a discussion of multiphoton dissociation of H2, 

thiss process is affected by a large series of interactions between doubly excited repulsive states 

andd singly-excited bound molecular Rydberg states at large internuclear separations. This 

processs distributes fragment flux over many outgoing channels. For a complete description, 

thee couplings at each (avoided) crossing should be known and put in a multichannel treatment 

[2],, Many of the rather recent dissociative recombination experiments, especially on 

molecularr hydrogen, have been performed in ion storage ring devices [2-8]. Although these 

experimentss have enabled both (absolute) cross sections [3-6] and product state information 

[2,7,8]] to be obtained, a description of the dissociation process is difficult because of the 

limitedd product state resolution of the imaging techniques employed in storage ring 

experiments. . 

Thee dissociation process is formally independent from the way the doubly excited state is 

formed.. The dynamics of the dissociation process might therefore also be investigated through 

accesss of doubly-excited states from below by a multiphoton absorption scheme. Indeed, 

REMPII experiments performed in the past via the B ' i ; [9-13], C'riu [11,14-17], EF'EJ 

[18-26],, B ' ' z ; [25,27], B " 1 ! ; [25], andD'n u [25,27] states have amply demonstrated the 

influencee of these doubly excited states on the photoionization and photodissociation 

dynamicss of the molecule. The distinct advantage of such a multistep laser excitation scheme 

iss that laser ionization of excited hydrogen fragments affords a considerably better resolution 

inn the final-state distribution. 
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SchematicSchematic potential energy diagram of molecular hydrogen. The v'=3-22 levels of the B1!^ 

state,state, formed from the ground state with three photons, are dissociated or ionized using a 

one-photonone-photon excitation via the doubly excited repulsive Qi-states [37] of !Z~t (dashed lines) or 

ITgITg symmetry (dashed-dots) or via the dissociation continuum of bound Rydberg states, (H2* 

(n-3)(n-3) and higher, dotted lines). A quasi-diabatic representation is presented, ignoring the 

interactionsinteractions between the Rydberg states and the doubly excited states. The v'=3, 5, 8, 11, 14, 

1717 and 20 are indicated in the B state. 

Inn the present experiments the photoionization and photodissociation dynamics of 

molecularr hydrogen have been investigated by (3+1) REMPI via the B'E*(lsCTg)(2pau)(v'=3-

22;J'=0-3)) rovibrational levels, thereby probing in a stepwise manner the four-photon energy 

regionn between 125000 and 150000 cm"1 (15.5-18.6 eV). A priori  considerations show that in 

thesee experiments one-photon absorption from the intermediate B'E* state may lead to 

variouss processes (Figure 1). First, the molecule can ionize to various rovibrational levels of 
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thee ground ionic state 2£g(lso"g). Secondly, doubly excited states with a (2pau)(n£A.) 

configurationn may be excited. These doubly excited states can (i) autoionize to the ground 

ionicc state, or (ii) lead to dissociation of the molecule resulting in a ground-state hydrogen 

atomm and an excited atom H(n'f), where n' may differ from n. A final possibility, which has 

nott been considered extensively in previous (3+1) REMPI experiments via the B'£* state, is 

thatt the dissociation continua of singly excited bound Rydberg states of the type (lsag)(n"A,) 

aree excited. One of the aims of the present study is to elucidate the role of these states in the 

one-photonn photoionization and dissociation dynamics of the B' E* state. 

Inn our experiments, both molecular ionization and dissociation into a ground-state 

hydrogenn atom and an excited fragment are observed. Under the employed experimental 

conditions,, all excited fragments are ionized by further one-photon absorption. The identity of 

thee excited atoms is established using kinetic-energy-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy 

withh a resolution of about 10 meV, allowing principal quantum numbers from n=2 to n=8 to 

bee distinguished. The same technique concurrently enables us to determine the internal energy 

distributionn of the generated molecular ions with rotational resolution. 

Ourr photoelectron spectra demonstrate that absorption from the v'=3-8 levels of the 

B11 L* state leads to both molecular photoionization and photodissociation into an H(n=l) and 

H(n=2)) pair, the only accessible limit in this energy region. The observed distributions over 

thee rovibrational levels of the molecular ion give evidence for the importance of singly excited 

Rydbergg states located at the four-photon level in the proper description of the molecular 

photoionizationn dynamics. For absorption from v'>9 levels of the B'E* state, mostly 

photodissociationn fragments are observed. The distributions over the possible values of the 

principall quantum number n observed for absorption from the v'=9-22 levels will be 

discussedd in the light of two models, one in which photodissociation occurs exclusively on the 

potentiall energy surfaces of doubly excited states, and another in which the dissociative 

continuaa of singly excited Rydberg states are responsible for photodissociation. 

6.22 Experimental 

Thee experimental set up has been described in detail previously [28]. Briefly, the laser 

systemm consists of a Lumonics HyperDye-500 dye laser (bandwidth ~ 0.08 cm" ) operating on 
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Rhodaminee B, Rhodamine 6G, or Coumarin 540A, which is pumped by an XeCl excimer 

laserr (Lumonics HyperEx-460) operating at 30 Hz. The dye laser output is frequency doubled 

inn a Lumonics HyperTrak 1000 unit using a BBO or KD*P crystal, resulting in 10 ns pulses 

withh a maximum energy of about 15 mJ. The laser light is focused into the ionization region 

off a "magnetic bottle" spectrometer by a quartz lens with a focal length of 25 mm. Electrons 

aree collected with an efficiency of about 50 %. Analysis of their kinetic energies is performed 

withh a time-of-flight technique allowing an energy resolution of about 10 meV at all kinetic 

energies.. The energy scale was calibrated using (3+1) REMPI via well-known excited states 

off krypton [29]. 

Inn the ionization chamber of the spectrometer two grids are installed which enable the 

applicationn of dc or pulsed electric fields. In the case of excitation via the v'=3-8 vibrational 

levelss of the B state, a negative static field (-10 V/cm) was used in order to detect the very 

sloww electrons formed in direct ionization processes. Apart from (kinetic-energy-resolved) 

electronn detection, the spectrometer can also be employed in a mass-resolved ion detection 

modee by application of appropriate voltages to the grids in the ionization region. Used in the 

latterr way, the spectrometer has, however, a lower collection efficiency. 

H22 (99.9995 %, Air Liquide) was effusively introduced into the spectrometer. 

6.33 Results and discussion 

Three-photonn excitation spectra of the B' £* state were obtained by scanning the laser 

wavelengthh and by monitoring either the H+ and Hj ion channels, or an energy-selected part 

off the electron current. The measured positions of these resonances were found to be in good 

agreementt with the data of Wilkinson [30], Dabrowski and Herzberg [31] and Namioka [32]. 

Photoelectronn spectra were recorded for ionization via several rotational branches. The spectra 

obtainedd for ionization after excitation of the v'=3-22 vibrational levels via the R(l) transition 

aree shown in Figure 2. 

Inspectionn of the spectra depicted in Figure 2 clearly shows that the absorption of an 

additionall photon from B'Z^v ' ) levels leads to a number of competing processes. The 
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photoelectronn spectra obtained for ionization via B'S* vibrational levels up to v'= 8, for 

instance,, are dominated by peaks arising from a molecular photoionization process yield in 

Hjj in the various accessible vibrational (v+) and rotational (J+) levels of its electronic ground 

ionicc state X2T,* Apart from molecular ionization, a competing dissociation process leading 

too excited H(n=2) atoms, which are subsequently ionized by one-photon absorption, is also 

visiblee in these spectra. The width of the H(n=2) peak is due to the large kinetic energy of the 

HH fragments, « 0.9 eV/H-atom. 

Forr ionization via the vibrational levels up to v'=8 dissociation plays a minor role, a 

situationn which changes dramatically when ionization is performed via higher vibrational 

levels.. Figure 2 shows that above the n=3 threshold (v'>8), dissociation in fact dominates over 

directt ionization of molecular hydrogen, in agreement with previous results [10]. The 

photoelectronn spectra for ionization via v'=14 and 16 might seem to be at odds with this 

conclusion,, since they exhibit rather large peaks on the low-energy side, which result from 

molecularr ionization. However, these higher W2 yields can be explained by the observation 

thatt the R(l) transitions to the v'=14 and 16 levels are nearly coincident with the three-photon 

transitionss to the C'riu (lsag)(2p7tu) v'=3 and 4 levels, respectively. As has been demonstrated 

previouslyy [11,14] and is confirmed by the present experiments, one-photon absorption from 

thee C'riu state leads predominantly to molecular photoionization with the dissociation 

pathwayy playing only a very minor role. The "slow" photoelectrons observed for v'=14 and 16 

shouldd consequently be attributed to molecular photoionization via the C n u state, while the 

excitedd hydrogen atoms result predominantly from excitation of the B'Z* state. Apart from 

photoelectronss deriving from these two processes, the v'=14 and 16 spectra also show signals 

att 2.05 and 2.12 eV, respectively. These signals are not connected with ionization of 

molecularr or atomic hydrogen, since they did not vanish when the hydrogen gas inlet was 

closed.. The origin of these peaks is not understood. 

Inn the following, we shall first discuss the molecular photoionization process, which can 

bee observed for ionization via the vibrational levels up till v'=9. Subsequently, the 

dissociationn process will be considered. 
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6.3.11 Molecular photoionization 

Forr ionization via the v'=3-8 levels of the B'E* state, the photoelectron spectra exhibit 

well-resolvedd rotational structure in the transitions deriving from molecular photoionization to 

thee various accessible vibrational levels in the ionic state. Comparable structure, though far 

lesss resolved, has been observed by Pratt et ah [9] for ionization via the R(3) and P(3) 

transitionss to the v'=7 level. Rotational selection rules predict that in the one-photon 

ionizationn process from B'2*(v') levels only AN+£=odd transitions should be allowed, where 

AN=NN -N' and I a partial wave component of the photoelectron [33]. In an atomic-like 

picture,, ionization of the 2pau electron is expected to lead to s (^=0) and d (£=2) partial 

waves.. Accordingly, only &N=odd transitions should be present in the photoelectron spectra. 

Inn the B1E* state ortho-hydrogen can only exist in the N'=0,2,4... and para-hydrogen only in 

thee N'=l,3,5... rotational levels. In the ionic X2Zg state, ortho-hydrogen has only 

N+== 1,3,5... and para-hydrogen only N+=0,2,4,... available to it. Therefore, in our experiments 

thee photoelectron spectra show either formation of odd or even N+ levels, due to ionization of 

ortho-- or para-hydrogen, respectively. 

Conservationn of total angular momentum requires that s partial waves are accompanied 

byy , while d partial waves may lead to changes of 1 and . In first instance, one 

mightt be tempted to derive the relative importance of the s and d partial waves from the 

intensitiess of the AN=+1 and 3 transitions. The results of an ab initio study by Lynch et ah 

[34]] of the rovibrational branching ratios resulting from (3+1) REMPI via the v'=7 level of 

thee B'E* state have shown, however, that such an approach is not valid. Here it was found 

thatt 3 transitions are largely suppressed as a result of dynamic interference between the 

daa and dn channels, even though the d partial wave is in fact stronger than the s partial wave. 

Ass a result, the photoelectron spectra measured for ionization via the R(3) and P(3) transitions 

too the v'=7 level only exhibit 1 peaks. 

Thee photoelectron spectra obtained in the present study for ionization via the v'=3-8 

levelss of the B'Z* state demonstrate that the ionization dynamics as observed and calculated 

previouslyy for ionization via the P(3) and R(3) transitions to the v'=7 level are by no means 

exemplaryy for the other transitions. For example, Figure 2 shows that for ionization via the 
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MPI-photoelectronMPI-photoelectron spectra obtained following three-photon excitation of the B Z* (v'=7) 

levellevel via various rotational transitions. 

R(l)) transition to the v'=3-6 and v'=8 levels, 3 transitions are much weaker than the 

11 transitions, but are of similar intensity for v'=7. Analogous behaviour occurs for 
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ionizingg transitions via the P(l) transition to the various vibrational levels in the excited state 

(nott shown): ionization via the v'=7 level leads to dominant intensity in the 3 

transitions,, while these peaks are significantly less intense for ionization via other vibrational 

levels. . 

Suprisingly,, the intensities of 3 transitions depend not only on the initial vibrational 

levell in the excited state, but also on the rotational level, as well as the rotational branch 

employedd to populate this rotational level. Consider, for example, the spectra measured for 

ionizationn via the v'=7 level (Figure 3). Ionization via the P(l), R(l), and, to a lesser extent, 

R(0)) transitions results here in significant intensities of the 3 transitions, while 

ionizationn via the R(2), R(3) [9], and P(3) [9] transitions leads to dominant 1 transitions. 

Thesee observations are even more peculiar when it is realised that the R(l) transition, for 

whichh intense 3 peaks are observed, populates the same rotational level in the excited 

statee as the P(3) transition, where 3 transitions are completely absent. Although the two 

rotationall branches lead to a different alignment of the J'=2 level, one does not expect such 

largee differences in ionization dynamics solely on the basis of a different initial alignment. 

AA final striking observation is that also the vibrational branching ratios upon ionization 

mayy depend strongly on the rotational transition used to excite a particular vibrational level in 

thee excited state. This is most apparent for ionization via the v'=4 level (Figure 4). A previous 

studyy [13] found in this case that ionization via the R(0) and P(l) transitions leads to 

dominantt population of the v+=l level, while ionization via the R(l) transition results in equal 

intensitiess of the v —0 and v =1 peaks. In the present study these observations are supported 

andd extended. Ionization via the P(2) and R(3) transitions leads to a small v+=0:v+=l 

vibrationall branching ratio; ionization via the R(2) transition leads to a large ratio. Moreover, 

wee observe that a large v+=0:v+=l branching ratio is accompanied by a significant reduction of 

excitedd H(n=2) fragments. Interestingly, when the photoelectron spectra are considered in 

orderr of the final energies reached in these experiments at the four-photon level, i.e., P(2), 

P(l),, R(0), R(l), R(2), and R(3), it is clear that the v+=0:v+=l branching ratio and the amount 

off dissociation do not vary randomly, but show a maximum and minimum, respectively, 

aroundd 127100-127150 cm"1. 
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<<  Figure 4 

MPI-photoelectronMPI-photoelectron spectra obtained following three-photon excitation of the BJZ  ̂ (v'=4) 

levellevel via various rotational transitions. The final energy (cm1) reached at the four-photon 

levellevel is given for each rotational transition. 

Alll of the above observations indicate that the ionization dynamics depend sensitively on 

thee four-photon level reached in the experiments. Ah initio calculations have shown that 

dynamicc interference between the da and d?r ionization channels plays an important role in 

describingg ionization from the B' I*(v'=7) level [34]. The delicate balance between these two 

channelss will certainly be electron-kinetic-energy dependent, but it is hard to imagine that this 

energyy dependence would be so large that a mere change of a few 100 cm"1 in kinetic energy, 

ass is occurring for example when ionizing via the R(l) or the P(3) transition to the v'=7 level 

iss would make so much difference. Another possible explanation might be found in the 

influencee of dissociative Rydberg states converging upon the 2£*(2pau) ionic state. For 

excitationn of the levels investigated here, the only doubly excited states that can be accessed at 

thee four-photon level are the 1Sg(2pau)
2 and lng(2pau)(2p7ru) Rydberg states. Calculations 

off the Franck-Condon factors between the vibrational wavefunctions of B'£*(v') levels and 

thesee dissociative ' I* and ' n g states show that these factors do not vary enough to account 

forr the observed rotational branch dependence of one particular B' E* (v') level. These doubly 

excitedd states might, however, be involved in an explanation of the v'-dependence of the 

photoelectronn spectra (vide infra), which involve a much larger range of energy. 

Thee fact that features observed in the photoelectron spectra change so drastically over a 

relativelyy small energy interval strongly suggests that bound states at the four-photon level are 

off influence. At this energy level, vibrationally excited Rydberg states with a X2£g(lsag) 

ionicc core are present, which converge upon v+ levels of the ground ionic state that lie higher 

inn energy than the employed four-photon energy. From the point of view of vibrational 

overlapp these levels are well accessible, since the potential energy surface of the B1 H*  state is 

significantlyy different from that of the bound Rydberg states. Upon excitation of these states, 

thee photoelectron spectra will not merely display the photoionization dynamics of the 
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B11 £* state, but also the decay dynamics of the bound Rydberg state. A complete unraveling of 

thee influence of bound Rydberg states on the molecular photoionization spectra clearly 

demandss theoretically the application of high-quality ab initio calculations. In addition, 

experimentall studies, in which B'E^v') levels are excited by one-photon absorption and 

subsequentlyy ionized in a tunable one-photon absorption step, would be most welcome. 

6.3.22 Photodissociation 

Figuree 2 shows that dissociation occurring at the four-photon level plays an important 

rolee in the one-photon excitation dynamics from the B'2* state. After one-photon absorption 

fromm the v'=3 to v'=17 levels, excited hydrogen atoms - on energy grounds accompanied by 

ground-statee hydrogen atoms - are seen to be formed in all accessible Rydberg states. One 

notablee exception concerns the n=2 fragments, which disappear as soon as the n=3 

dissociationn channel becomes accessible. Energetically, one-photon absorption from the next 

vibrationall level (v'=18) allows dissociation into an excited hydrogen atom with n<15 and a 

ground-statee hydrogen atom, whereas dissociation into all values of n is possible for 

absorptionn from higher vibrational levels. Not all of these states are actually observed: the 

photoelectronn spectrum obtained via the v'=18 level shows well-resolved peaks up to n=7, 

withh a remaining peak covering the region from n=8 to n=14. For spectra recorded via v'>18 

levelss well-resolved peaks are obtained for excited hydrogen atoms with n<6, while an 

unresolvedd peak extends to about n=l 1. 

Itt is the purpose of this section to rationalize the observed H(n) distributions. These 

distributionss reflect quantitatively the number of atoms formed in the various Rydberg states, 

i.e.,i.e., we have to verify that all excited fragments present are ionized. The atomic 

photoionizationn cross section is proportional to n"3 and to v'f'112 where v is the photon 

frequencyy [35]. The disappearance of the signal in the photoelectron spectra at kinetic 

energiess below the n=oo limit could be a consequence of the fact that the ionization cross 

sectionn strongly decreases with increasing principal quantum number. In order to test this 

hypothesis,, ionization cross sections have been estimated for a number of values of n and £ at 

aa wavelength of 37000 cm"1 using the Born approximation [35] and using analytical 

wavefunctions.. Both methods are found to give cross sections of the same order of magnitude. 

Combinationn of these cross sections with the employed photon flux (1025 photons/m2pulse 
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ExperimentallyExperimentally obtained excited-atom H(n) distributions, estimated by calculating peak areas 

ofof the various fragments in the photoelectron spectra obtained following three-photon 

excitationexcitation of the B Z* (v '=9-22) levels via the R(l) rotational transitions. 

forr an energy of 1 mJ/pulse at 270 nm) then leads us to conclude that ionization of H(n=l 1) is 

saturatedd under the present experimental conditions, if it is assumed that no fragments with £ 

>>  4 are formed. The influence on the ionization yield of the 1 T magnetic field in the 

ionizationn chamber of the spectrometer can be ruled out, since it becomes important only at 

muchh higher principal quantum numbers [36]. The observation that not all of the energetically 

allowedd values of n are observed in the photoelectron spectra via v'>18 levels can thus not be 

attributedd to experimental conditions. Other points of concern might be the short radiative 

lifetimess of H(2p) and H(3p) fragments (1.6 and 5.4 ns, respectively [23]), and the large 

kineticc energies of n=2 atoms, which could result in the disappearance of these fragments out 

off the focal volume before being ionized. The cross sections for ionization of H(2s), H(2p) 

andd H(3p) obtained at 30000 cm" by using analytical wavefunctions, are 9.3 TO"20, 1.1 TO"'9, 

andd 2.5-10"20 m2, respectively. These cross sections, combined with the employed photon flux, 

givee rise to such high ionization rates for H(n=2) and H(n=3) fragments that they can all be 

assumedd to become ionized. We therefore conclude that quantitative excited-atom 
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distributionss can indeed be derived from the photoelectron spectra obtained in the present 

study.. By calculating peak areas excited-atom distributions have been obtained, which are 

depictedd in Figure 5. 

Figuree 5 reveals that most energetically allowed dissociation limits are observed with the 

clearr exception of the H(n=l) + H(n=2) dissociation limit as soon as the production of H(n=3) 

iss possible. A quantitative analysis of these distributions is very complex. A logical starting 

pointt forms a calculation of the relative excitation probabilities of the different doubly excited 

repulsivee states. These states have Rydberg character and converge to the first excited state in 

H2,, the 2£* state (see Figure 1). The correlation of these states with the various dissociation 

limitss is nontrivial. The presence of the bound Rydberg series results in a large number of 

(avoided)) crossings. Part of the double-well structures found in Born-Oppenheimer 

calculationss of the ] £* Rydberg states is caused by the doubly excited repulsive character (see 

alsoo [2]). Due to these interactions, dissociation flux will be distributed over more than one 

dissociationn limit even if one doubly excited state is excited in the Franck-Condon region. 

Wee have decided to model the excited atom distributions in two separate calculations: (i) 

onn the basis of cross sections for excitation of the doubly excited repulsive states, described in 

ann uncoupled diabatic representation, and (ii) on the basis of cross sections to the dissociation 

continuumm of singly excited Rydberg states. Both calculations describe, in zeroth order, a one-

electronn transition (n^u<-lsag) for the excitation to the doubly excited states and 

(ntXgtr-(ntXgtr-2pa2pauu)) for the singly excited Rydberg states. 

(i)) The relative transition probabilities have been calculated for excitation from the 

B'E^(v')) levels to the accessible, ' Z* (2pau)(npcru) and 1ng(2pau)(npnu), repulsive states 

withh dissociation limits up to n<7. We calculated the integrals |xk(R)D(R)Xv'(R) t iR  where 

X,kk (R) is the -energy normalized- nuclear wave function in the doubly excited state under 

consideration,, xV '(R) m e vibrational wave function of the B1 £*(v') level, and D(R) the one-

photonn electronic transition moment. The potential energy curves for the Q\ ' S j states with 

H(n=l)) + H(n=2) and H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation limits were taken from Gubermann [37], 

Thee higher 'E* states are simply obtained by raising the R-dependent quantum defect of the 

11 Eg state with the H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation limit with one for each successive state. The 
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potentiall energy curves of the ' n g states are calculated using the R-dependent quantum 

defectt of the 'rig state with the H(n=l) + H(n=2) dissociation limit. Calculations on the 

relevantt electronic transition moment have not been published. In the one-electron 

approximationn this transition moment is given by the (lsa |z|2pcu) matrix element. These 

matrixx elements are also the dominant contribution to X'Zg(lsag)
2 -> B'Su(lsag)(2pau) 

transitionn and the X'S^lsag) 2 -> C ^ u f l s a ^ p n u ) . The X-B and X-C transition moments 

mayy approximate the magnitude of the transition moments from the B state to the doubly 

excitedd states. The approximation becomes highly questionable at larger internuclear distances 

wheree the electronic character of the involved states changes. These arguments and the 

calculatedd internuclear distance dependence of the calculated X-B and X-C electronic 

transitionn moments [38], led us to use transition moments, independent of internuclear 

distance,, of 1.6 a.u. and 1.0 a.u. for the 'S^pcr,,)2 <- B's+(lso-g)(2pau) and 

1ng(2pau)(2p7tu)) <- B12„(lsag)(2pau) transitions. For transitions to the higher doubly 

excitedd states, the electronic transition moments can be scaled by (n*/n**)3/2, where n* is the 

effectivee quantum number of the ' £* (2pau)
2 or ' Ilg (2pau)(2p7iu) state and n** is the effective 

quantumm number of the higher doubly excited state. 

Thee distributions simulated with the above model are shown in Figure 6. An important 

conclusionn is that the higher-lying repulsive 'SJ and 'rig states are excited from the higher 

vibrationall levels. Comparison of the simulated and experimentally obtained distributions 

showss poor agreement. In particular, the simulations predict that the H(n=2) fragments should 

formm an important exit channel. Simulations based upon R-dependent X-B and X-C transition 

momentss do not improve the qualitative picture at all. From these results, in which 

interactionss between doubly excited repulsive and singly excited bound Rydberg states have 

beenn neglected, one may conclude that the lowest ' £* (2pau)
2 doubly excited state correlates 

effectivelyy with the H(n=l) + H(n=3) limit. 

Recentt results on low-energy electron collisions with H^ (dissociative recombination) 

showw that at total energies above the H(n=3) energy, a significant fraction of H(n=2) 

fragmentss is still found [2]. The theoretical treatment in that paper implies that the lowest Qi 
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. / v + . . Excited-atomExcited-atom distributions H(n) calculated for excitation via the B Zu (v') levels, and 

assumingassuming that dissociation uniquely occurs by excitation of repulsive doubly excited states 

withwith Z„(2pau)(npau)and rL(2pau)(npïïli) symmetry. For dissociation via each vibrational 

level,level, the sum of the cross sections for the pathways leading to H(n=2) to H(n=6) is set to 

100%100% in the stick diagrams. The absolute value of this sum is given at the top of the diagram 

forfor each vibrational level. 

1 S** state produces a significant fraction of H(n=2) fragments at energies above the H(n=3) 

limitt [2]. The absence of H(n=2) fragments in the present experiments has to be due to a 

mechanismm other than direct excitation of the doubly-excited repulsive states. 

(ii)) The rapidly changing dynamics in the excitation from the lower B state vibrational 

levelss were indicative for the influence of vibrationally excited levels of singly excited 

Rydbergg states on molecular photoionization. This inspired us to calculate the influence of the 

vibrationalvibrational continua of singly excited Rydberg states with ' E* (lsag)(nsag), ' I.+g (1 sag)(ndag), 

andd ' n (lsag)(nd7ig) symmetry on the final fragment-state distribution. As mentioned earlier, 

thesee states can be accessed by one-photon absorption from the B ' £„ state. We note that the 

potentiall energy curves of the B ' E * state differ considerably from the bound Rydberg states. 
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Hence,, the overlap between the vibrational wavefunctions of B'Zu(v') levels and the 

vibrationall continua is not necessarily much smaller than the vibrational overlap for 

transitionss to doubly excited repulsive Rydberg states. Also, the 2pcru ->• (nsag, ndag, ndïig) 

electronicc transition moments are not expected to differ by orders of magnitude from the lsag 

->> (npau, np7tu) electronic transition moments involved in the transition to doubly-excited 

states.. Excitation of these states has been ignored in previous studies on the B1 Z* state, even 

thoughh it was concluded to be important in one-photon excitation studies from the EF'Z+ 

statee [26]. 

Too put these arguments on a more quantitative basis, we have calculated the transition 

momentss to the vibrational continua of n=2 and higher Rydberg states. As we observe 

hydrogenn fragments, it is assumed that an n=n' Rydberg state correlates with an excited 

H(n=n')) fragment. Model bound Rydberg states have been made, assuming an R-independent 

integrall quantum defect (see Figure 1). Constant electronic transition moments have been 

assumed.. We have used the electronic transition moments calculated for the 

GK'Z^lso-gXSdo-g)) <- B and HH l2g
+(lsag)(3sag) <- B transitions by Wolniewicz and 

Dressierr [39] taken at the equilibrium separation of the B state. Lynch et al [34] calculated for 

ionizationn of the B l£* state that the electronic transition moments to the ssa and sda 

continuaa are in the ratio of about 1:7. Since this corresponds to excitation of n=oo states, we 

assumee that this ratio is equally applicable to the presently considered states. Support for this 

assumptionn is found in the calculations of Wolniewicz and Dressier [39], where a ratio of 1:8 

wass found for the electronic transition moments of the GK «— B and HH <- B transitions at 

thee equilibrium distance of the B state. For transitions to Rydberg states with higher principal 

quantumm numbers, the electronic transition moments are scaled in the same way as described 

forr the doubly excited states. Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem and jï1  =-pr(n | j i+ | z \ 

V22 ^ ' ' ' 

[40],, it is derived that the electronic transition moment to nd7ig states is 1.6 times smaller than 

thatt to ndo2 states: 
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,lv,lv  + Excited-atomExcited-atom distributions H(n) calculated for excitation via the B Zu (v') levels, and 

assumingassuming that dissociation uniquely occurs by excitation of the vibrational continua of bound 

singlysingly excited Rydberg states with 1Z^(lsag)(nsag),IZ.^(ls(7g)(nd(jg), and Tig (lsa^(ndn^ 

symmetry.symmetry. For dissociation via each vibrational level, the sum of the cross sections for the 

pathwayspathways leading to H(n=2) to H(n=6) is set to 100% in the stick diagrams. The absolute 

valuevalue of this sum is given at the top of the diagram for each vibrational level. 
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Thee probability for formation of H(n) is calculated by multiplying the Franck-Condon factor 

forr excitation of the Rydberg state with principal quantum number n with the squared 

transitionn moments to nsag, ndag and ncteg, respectively, and by adding these contributions 

incoherently. . 

Thee simulation of the excited-atom distributions following from this mechanism is 

depictedd in Figure 7. The most striking differences with the previous model is that the 

contributionn of H(n=2) fragments to the distributions is now absent, in agreement with our 
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experimentall observations. These fragments can, within the present model, only be produced 

byy excitation of the vibrational continuum of the EF' Z* state, but our calculations indicate 

thatt the Franck-Condon factor for this pathway is negligibly small compared to excitation of 

thee vibrational continua of n=3 and higher Rydberg states. This calculation also suggests that 

thee closing down of the molecular ionization channel for excitation via B'S„ (v'>8) levels, is 

duee to the large cross section for excitation of the vibrational continua of the n>3 states in 

comparisonn with that for excitation of the n=2 states. Although the dominant features 

observedd in photoionization and photodissociation are thus nicely reproduced, we notice that 

withh this model cross sections for H(n=3) production via v'=9-ll are smaller than those 

obtainedd for H(n=2) and H(n=3) via the same transitions in the previous model (see Figures 6 

andd 7). Quantitatively the agreement with the observed distributions is still poor. We note that 

aa complete treatment has to combine the excitation of doubly excited repulsive curves, the 

excitationn of the dissociation continua of bound Rydberg states and the interactions between 

thesee states at large internuclear separations. We believe that these conclusions hold even if 

correctt R-dependent electronic transition moments would be employed. 

6.44 Conclusions 

Thee photoionization and photodissociation dynamics occurring after one-photon 

absorptionn from several vibrational levels of the B'Z* state, populated by three-photon 

excitation,, were investigated by high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy. The 

photoelectronn spectra showed that absorption from the v'=3-8 levels of the B'E* state leads 

too both molecular photoionization and photodissociation. In this energy region it is in 

particularr the molecular photoionization process which attracts attention. An a priori 

unexpectedd strong dependence of the vibrational and rotational branching ratios upon 

ionizationn was observed, which could only be rationalized if excitation of bound vibrational 

levelss of singly excited Rydberg states at the four-photon level was taken into account. 

Forr one-photon absorption from higher vibrational levels in the B' E* state (v'>9), the 

molecularr photoionization pathway is completely suppressed, and only molecular 

photodissociationn is observed. Furthermore, the n=2 dissociation channel effectively closes 

down.. Dissociation into all other energetically allowed values of the principal quantum 
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numberr n has been found up to H(n=14), a cutoff which does not seem to be determined by 

thee experimental technique but has to be determined by molecular properties. 

Thee observed distributions have been compared with the results of two model 

calculations.. In the first model, photodissociation is completely attributed to excitation of 

doublyy excited states. Although the agreement between experiment and theory is not very 

satisfactory,, these calculations allow us to conclude that not only the lowest doubly excited 

statee plays a role in the dissociation dynamics, but also higher-lying repulsive states. 

Inn the second model, dissociation occurs by excitation of the vibrational continua of 

singlyy excited Rydberg states. This model gratifyingly reproduces the closing down of the n=2 

dissociationn channel, and suggests that the suppression of the molecular ionization pathway 

forr absorption from v'>9 levels is associated with the opening up of the n=3 dissociation 

channel.. The model fails, however, in reproducing the distributions over the other n values. 

Wee note that quantitative agreement between experiment and this model can only be found if 

thee interactions between doubly excited repulsive states and singly excited bound Rydberg 

statess are taken into account. However, the present observations and calculations suggest that 

forr one-photon absorption from vibrational levels with v'>9 of the B'Z* state the 

predominantt dissociation pathways may well arise from excitation of the vibrational continua 

off singly excited bound Rydberg states, rather than from excitation of doubly excited 

repulsivee states. 
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Chapterr 7 

Dissociationn of H2 in the energy region at the H(n=l) + H(n=3) 

dissociationn threshold after (1+1') resonance-enhanced two-

photonn ionization via the B*Z* state 

Abstract t 

Wee present a study of the H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation process in molecular hydrogen 

occurringg after one-photon absorption from various rovibrational levels (v-19,20; J'=0,1) of 

thee B S u (lsag)(2pau) state using (1+1') resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization 

(REMPI).. The present results provide further evidence for the importance of the excitation of 

thee vibrational continua of singly excited Rydberg states after one-photon absorption from the 

BB state. 
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7.11 Introduction 

Thee role of dissociative doubly excited (2pau)(nA) states in ionization and dissociation 

processess of molecular hydrogen has been studied extensively over the years. Excitation of 

thesee states can lead to autoionization into the continua of the electronic ground state of the 

ion,, or to dissociation of the molecule resulting in a ground-state atom and an atom in an 

excitedd state. The dissociation process is very complicated due to numerous interactions at 

largee internuclear distances between the doubly excited states and singly excited bound 

Rydbergg states. Due to this abundance of avoided crossings, fragment flux is distributed over 

alll energetically accessible dissociation limits. A scheme with the relevant potential energy 

curvess taken from [1], is shown in Figure 1. 

Final-statee branching ratios have been obtained by dissociative recombination (DR) 

experimentss [2-4]. A DR process is commonly described as a molecular ion colliding with a 

low-energyy electron, resulting in the capture of the electron into a dissociative doubly excited 

state.state. The dissociation dynamics of these doubly excited states are also accessible to 

experimentall study by means of multiphoton excitation from the electronic ground state of the 

neutrall molecule. A large number of resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) 

experiments,, performed via various electronic states, have shown the influence of these 

doublyy excited states on the photoionization and photodissociation dynamics. Since the 

excitedd fragments are ionized by further one-photon absorption in these experiments, excited-

atomm distributions can be determined by combining the REMPI method with kinetic-energy-

resolvedd photoelectron spectroscopy (REMPI-PES). 

Inn (3+1) REMPI-PES experiments, performed via various rovibrational levels of the 

B ^ uu (lsag)(2pau) state, it is observed that for four-photon energies below the n=3 

dissociationn limit, both molecular photoionization and dissociation into n=2 fragments take 

placee [5-8], These experiments also demonstrate that when the n=3 dissociation limit is 

exceeded,, the molecular ionization pathway as well as the dissociation into n=2 fragments are 

completelyy suppressed [5-7]. 

Inn DR experiments, however, a significant amount of H(n=2) fragments is still found at 

totall energies above the n=3 dissociation limit [3]. A theoretical treatment of the branching 

processs based on the Landau-Zener formulation, predicts that the Qi(l) I g (2pau) state 

producess a significant fraction of n=2 fragments at energies above the H(n=3) limit [3], 
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SchematicSchematic potential energy diagram of molecular hydrogen, in which doubly excited repulsive 

Qi-statesQi-states [1]  of Z~t (dashed lines) or Ug symmetry (dashed-dots) and the bound H2 (n=3) 

RydbergRydberg state (dotted lines) are shown. A quasidiabatic representation is presented, ignoring 

thethe interactions between the Rydberg states and the doubly excited states. The v'= 3, 5, 8, 11, 

14,14, 17 and 20 are indicated in the B state. 

Therefore,, the absence of n=2 fragments in the REMPI experiments has to involve a 

mechanismm other than excitation of the Qi(l) Eg (2pau)
2 and the Qi(l) ' n g (2pau)(2p7iu) 

doublyy excited states. 

Recentt calculations of transition probabilities, assuming dipole transition moments 

independentt of internuclear distance, strongly suggest that the direct excitation of the 

vibrationall continua of singly excited bound (lsag)(n^X) Rydberg states from the B(v') levels 

mayy dominate over the excitation of the doubly excited states for total energies above the n=3 

limitt [7]. In these calculations, model bound Rydberg states with H(n=l) + H(n>3) 

dissociationn limits have been constructed in a quasidiabatic representation, ignoring 

interactionss between the Rydberg states and the doubly excited states, but assuming normal 
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dissociativee fragment states at large internuclear separation. These calculations predict that for 

dissociationn via this mechanism no H(n=2) fragments will be observed above the n=3 limit, in 

agreementt with experimental evidence. The calculations suggest that the disappearance of the 

molecularr ionization signals above the n=3 limit results from the relatively large transition 

momentss for excitation of the vibrational continua of Rydberg states with n>3 dissociation 

limits. . 

AA disadvantage of the (3+1) REMPI-PES experiments is that the energy region above and 

beloww the n=3 limit is scanned in a stepwise manner, since the rovibrational levels of the B 

statee are used as stepping stones for absorption of the fourth photon. In the present 

experimentss we have scanned across the n—3 limit continuously. This has been achieved by 

excitationn of a rovibrational level of the B state with a XUV photon and subsequent 

absorptionn of a second tunable photon of a different colour. By scanning the wavelength of 

thee second laser across the n=3 limit and by monitoring the H+ signal from laser-induced 

ionizationn of n=3 fragments, information about the H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation process at 

thee n=3 threshold is obtained. The present results will be discussed in terms of the electronic 

statess which contribute to the H(n=3) yield in this energy region. 

7.22 Experimental 

Thee experimental setup and the performance of the XUV laser source have been 

describedd before [8,9] and will only briefly be discussed here. The output of a pulsed dye 

laserr (PDL), pumped by the second harmonic of a Nd: YAG laser, is frequency doubled in a 

KDPP crystal, resulting in UV radiation with «35 mJ per pulse. Tunable XUV radiation is 

producedd via frequency tripling by focusing the UV beam into a xenon gas jet. 

Thee XUV and UV radiation are separated by means of a spectral filter which consists of a 

rodd (diameter d=1.5 mm) placed in the intensity centre of the UV beam in front of the lens 

andd a slit at a distance of «10 cm behind the focus. The rod creates a vertical lineshadow in 

thee UV beam, so that the spatial profile of the UV beam behind the focus differs from the 

XUVV profile. A considerable fraction of the XUV is generated in the shadow of the rod and 

passess through the slit which cuts off the UV. Hence a pure XUV beam is produced 

propagatingg in the forward direction. 
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Thee XUV frequency is fixed on transitions from the X Eg electronic ground state to 

rotationall levels of the v'=19 and v'=20 vibrational states of the B 1^ J state. The light for the 

secondd step, which is scanned continuously across the H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation limit, is 

obtainedd from a second Nd:YAG pumped PDL. The experiments are performed via the v'=19 

andd 20 states, since in that case the photon energy for the second step ranges from 23000 to 

238000 cm"1, which is too small for one-photon ionization of n=2 fragments. The intensity is 

keptt low to avoid multiphoton ionization processes that give rise to parasitic signals in the 

detectionn of n=3 fragments. 

Thee counterpropagating laser beams perpendicularly cross a pulsed molecular beam, 

whichh enters through a skimmer into the interaction region. The frequency-doubled output of 

aa Nd:YAG laser is used to photoionize the n=3 fragments. A delay of 20 nanoseconds was 

usedd for these 532 nra pulses with respect to the two other laser beams, in order to avoid the 

influencee of the 532 nm beam on molecular ionization processes. The frequency is again large 

enoughh to ionize H(n=3) with a single photon, but too small to ionize H(n=2). In this way, the 

yieldd of n=3 fragments as a function of the wavelength can be determined simply by detecting 

H++ ions. The ions are extracted from the ionization region by a pulsed electric field, which is 

delayedd with respect to the laser pulses. Ions are mass selected in a field-free time-of-flight 

(TOF)) tube and collected at an electron multiplier. The signal from the electron multiplier is 

integratedd by two boxcar integrators with their timing windows set for H+ and Hj ions. 

Sincee the rovibronic energy levels of the B 1 ^ state are known accurately [10,11], only 

thee laser light for the second excitation step has to be calibrated. For this purpose, a Te2-

absorptionn spectrum is recorded simultaneously with the H+ and H2 spectra. By assigning the 

peakk positions with the Te2-atlas [12], an accurate frequency scale is constructed. 

7.33 Results and discussion 

Inn our (1+1') REMPI experiment the frequency of the second photon has to fulfill certain 

requirementss as discussed above. These requirements limit the frequencies which can be used 

forr the XUV photon and restrict the vibrational levels of the B state which can be employed 

ass stepping stones in the REMPI process. The vibrational levels used are v'=19 and v'=20 

whichh are relatively high in the potential energy well of the B state. The photoexcitation 
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Two-colourTwo-colour excitation spectra obtained by fixing one laser on the B Zu (v'=19, J'=2) <— 

x ' z . ii (v"=0, J"=l)  transition, while the second laser is scanned across the H(n=l) + 

H(n=3)H(n=3) dissociation limit. The frequency of the second laser is given along the horizontal 

axis.axis. In (a) and (b) the if signal from ionization of n=3 fragments and the H  ̂ signal are 

shown,shown, respectively. 

processs therefore addresses molecular ionization continua and superexcited states at larger 

internuclearr distances than in the case of excitation via lower vibrational levels of the B state. 

Exampless of two-colour excitation spectra are depicted in Figures 2 and 3, showing 

spectraa for one-photon absorption from the B(v'=19, J'=2) and the B(v'=20, J'=2) levels 

respectively.. The spectra obtained by monitoring the H+ channel show a sharp onset for 

dissociationn into n=3 fragments. The H j spectra show intense structure below the n=3 

dissociationn limit, which we have not assigned. At higher excitation energies, less intense 

structuree is observed in both H j spectra (not shown in the figures). The structure in the H j 
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Two-colourTwo-colour excitation spectra obtained by fixing one laser on the B Z„ (v'=20, J'=2) *-*-
r/ vv + XX Zg (v"=0, J"—l) transition, while the second laser is scanned across the H(n—1) + 

H(n=3)H(n=3) dissociation limit. The frequency of the second laser is given along the horizontal 

axis.axis. In (a) and (b) the ft signal from ionization of n=3 fragments and the H  ̂ signal are 

shown,shown, respectively. 

spectraa arises from excitation of bound states of the neutral molecule, located above the first 

ionizationn energy. These so-called superexcited states [13,14] can decay via autoionization 

andd predissociation. 

Thee measurements in Figure 2 and 3 are concerned with a (1+1') REMPI process for 

ortho-hydrogenn starting from its x 'Zg(v"=0 , J"=l) ground state. The onset for dissociation 

intoo H(n=3) fragments determined from Figure 2 is 23779.91(6) cm"1. The onset determined 

fromm Figure 3 is 23040.02(6) cm"1. From the rotational contants of the x ' S g (v"=0) state [15] 

andd the B ' ^ U (v'=19,20; J'=2) <- x ' ^ g (v"=0, J"=l) transition frequencies [10,11], it can be 
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calculatedd that the formation of n=3 fragments must occur at 133610.28(6) or 133610.34(6) 

cm"1,, above the X £g(v"=0, J"=0) ground state, based on the onsets measured in Figure 2 

andd 3. The onset determined for one-photon absorption from the B(v'=20, J'=l) level, excited 

fromm the ground state of para-hydrogen, is 133610.13(10) cm"1. By using results from refs. 

15-17,, it is calculated that the excitation energy required to reach the H(n=l) + H(n=3) 

dissociationn limit from the X ]Sg (v"=0, J"=0) level ranges from 133610.27 to 133610.41 cm"1 

forr the various fine structure levels of the n=3 fragments. From our results, it can be 

concludedd that n=3 fragments are observed as soon as the H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation 

thresholdd is surpassed. 

Thee initial distribution of the H(3^) atoms over the various angular-momentum substates 

iss a priori  unknown in our experiments. During the applied waiting period, the various H(3f) 

atomss are also subject to radiative decay and possibly collisional deactivation processes with 

differentt transition probabilities. From the radiative lifetimes of the 3s, 3p and 3d states [18], 

itt can be estimated that after the applied delay time of 20 nanoseconds, 88% of the 3s, 2.5% 

off the 3p and 28% of the 3d atoms will remain. The initial populations of the various angular 

momentumm substates of H(n-3) atoms, resulting from excitation between the H(n=l) + 

H(n=3)) and the H(n=l) + H(n=4) dissociation limits by one-photon absorption from the 

XX Sg electronic ground state, have been determined experimentally by Kouchi et al. [19] and 

Terazawaa et al. [20] by analysis of the observed time-dependent Balmer-a intensity. In these 

experiments,, states of ungerade symmetry are excited, while in the present experiments 

geradee states are accessed. These experimental results are therefore not directly applicable, 

butt we can conclude that the observed H+ signal mainly results from ionization of 3s and 3d 

atoms,, which have survived radiative decay during the delay period. The experimental errors 

are,, however, too large to distinguish between these two dissociation limits. 

Thee onset of H(ls) + H(3^A,) dissociation channels in die present experiment is influenced 

byy the atomic interaction potentials (Va) as calculated by Stephens and Dalgarno [21], and 

alsoo by a centrifugal term (Vc) for continua with J>0. The centrifugal barrier in the effective 

radiall potential arising from the centrifugal term can be calculated as the maximum of the 

summ of Va and Vc. 

Alll 3s and 3d configurations are dominated by attractive Van der Waals interaction, 

althoughh the 3d configurations contain a small quadrupole term as well. In contrast, the 
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strongestt contributions to the 3p potentials are dipole interaction terms. The interaction is 

repulsivee for the 3pa, excluding this configuration from near-threshold dissociation. The 3p7r 

andd 3d7i configurations are restricted to continuum states with J>1; excitation of the 3d8 

configurationn from the intermediate B S^ state is impossible due to dipole selection rules. 

Therefore,, 3sa and 3da configurations may contribute to dissociation continua with angular 

momentumm J=0, excited via a J'=l intermediate state. 

Inn continua with nonzero angular momentum of nuclear motion the centrifugal term Vc = 

[J(J+1)) - A2]/2uR2 (V and R in atomic units) gives rise to a barrier in the effective radial 

potential.. For J=l continuum states, the lowest possible value accessed via J'=2 intermediates, 

thee resulting centrifugal barrier heights are 0.10 cm'1 (3SCT), 0.11 cm'1 (3da), 0.0006 cm"1 

(3p7i),, and 0.04 cm"1 (3d7r). Continua with J > 1 show centrifugal barriers of more than 0.5 

cm"1,, except for the 3p7t configuration with 0.08 cm"1 for J=2. However, even at energies 

beloww the barrier but above the dissociation energy, tunneling can still lead to dissociation. 

Thee dissociation probability p increases smoothly with the energy above threshold (e), 

quantifiedd by Wigner's threshold law p ~ e + . Therefore, the presence of centrifugal barriers 

mayy shift the onset of dissociation towards higher energies by no more than 0.05 cm"1, as 

observedd from linear fits to signals arising from the intermediate states with J'=2 (see Figures 

22 and 3). 

Inn Figure 4, the H+ and Hj spectra are depicted for one-photon absorption from the 

B(v'=19,, J'=0) level. These spectra show that at the H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation threshold, 

thee autoionization channel closes, to be replaced by dissociation into n=l and n=3 fragments. 

Thiss observation is in agreement with the results from one-colour (3+1) REMPI-PES 

experimentss in which dissociation dominates over ionization of molecular hydrogen above the 

H(n=3)) dissociation limit [5-7]. However, at a one-photon energy of about 23858 cm"1, which 

correspondss with an energy of 133630 cm" above the X Sg(v"=0, J"=0) ground state, some 

structuree is still observed in the Hj channel. 

Followingg one-photon absorption from the B state, excitation of doubly excited 

dissociativee states with a Eg (2pCTu)(npau) and a ng(2pCTu)(np7iu) configuration should be 

considered.. Excitation of the Qi(2) (2po\,)(3pau) or the Qi(2) (2pau)(3p7iu) state may lead to 

dissociationn into H(n=3) fragments. The (2pau)(3p7iu) potential is repulsive at all interauclear 
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•• Figure 4 

Two-colourTwo-colour excitation spectra obtained by fixing one laser on the B Z* (v'=19, J'=0) <— 

XX i t (v"=0, J"=l)  transition, while the second laser is scanned across the H(n=l) + 

H(n=3)H(n=3) dissociation limit. The frequency of the second laser is given along the horizontal 

axis.axis. In (a) and (b) the ht signal from ionization of n=3 fragments and the H? signal are 

shown,shown, respectively. This example clearly shows the closing of the autoionization channel on 

aa broad resonance ofH? at the H(n=3) limit. 

separationss R. As a consequence, for a transition from any bound state into the dissociative 

continuumm the Franck-Condon factor vanishes as the excitation energy approaches the 

dissociationn threshold. In contrast, the (2pau)(3pau) potential is slightly bound with respect to 

thee n=3 dissociation limit for R > 6 a.u. [1], giving rise to Franck-Condon overlap with the B 

v'=199 and 20 states with an outer classical turning point of ~8 a.u.. 

Thee observation of n=3 fragments in this energy region can be explained, alternatively, 

byy the excitation of vibrational continua of singly excited Rydberg states converging upon the 

groundd ionic state X £„ . By one-photon absorption from the B state, Rydberg states with a 
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Eg(lsCTg)(nsCTg),, Sg(lsag)(ndcrg) and a 1ng(lsag)(nd7ig) configuration can be accessed. 

Excitationn of vibrational continua of those Rydberg states which possess a H(n=l) + H(n=3) 

dissociationn limit results in the observation of n=3 fragments. In a diabatic picture, the 

dissociationn of the molecule following excitation of the doubly excited Qi(l) lI,t (2pau)
2 or 

Qi(l)) 'rig (2pau)(2p7iu) states results in n=2 excited fragments. Interaction with Rydberg 

statess that exhibit (diabatic) potential crossings with the doubly excited states however may 

redistributee the flux in the exit channels. This has been observed in DR experiments where 

exclusivee population of the Qi(l) lHg (2pau)
2 state leads to considerable population in all 

energeticallyy allowed dissociation channels [3]. Since (3+1) REMPI-PES experiments have 

shownn unambiguously that n=2 dissociation products completely disappear above the n=3 

dissociationn limit [6,7], the dissociation into n=3 fragments via the dissociation mechanism 

whichh involves doubly excited states with a n=2 dissociation limit can be excluded. 

Wee therefore conclude that the formation of n=3 fragments at the H(n=l) + H(n=3) 

dissociationn threshold and at energies just above this limit most probably originates from the 

long-rangee part of a higher doubly excited state or from direct excitation of vibrational 

continuaa of singly excited Rydberg states. The latter interpretation of our experimental results 

iss supported by experiments in which the Balmer-a radiation of n=3 fragments is monitored 

ass a function of the excitation wavelength [22,23]. This radiation is observed as soon as the 

H(n=3)) dissociation threshold is reached by one-photon absorption from the X' Zt ground 

state.. In this way, ungerade states are excited at small internuclear distances, so that doubly 

excitedd states with a n=3 dissociation limit cannot be accessed at these excitation energies. 

Thee fact that these experimental results are comparable to the present observations is another 

indicationn of the importance of the vibrational continua of bound Rydberg states in the 

dissociationn process. 

7.44 Conclusion 

Thee dissociation of molecular hydrogen into n=3 fragments is studied in the energy 

regionn at the H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociation threshold. H(n=3) fragments are observed as soon 

ass this dissociation limit becomes energetically accessible. The spectra obtained in this 

experiment,, in combination with other experimental results, lead us to conclude that a very 
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significantt contribution to the production of n=3 fragments at the H(n=l) + H(n=3) 

dissociationn threshold originates from the direct excitation of vibrational continua of singly 

excitedd Rydberg states. 
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Chapterr 8 

Two-photonn ionization photoelectron spectroscopy via the 

dissociativee A band of CH3I 

Abstract t 

AA two-photon ionization study on methyl iodide is performed, in which the first photon is 

resonantt with the dissociative A band. Photoelectron spectra are presented, which are taken at 

thee observed autoionizing features and in energy regions which are relatively free of 

autoionization,, all located between the 2E3/2 and 2Em ionic limits. In this way, it is determined 

thatt these autoionizing resonances have a large influence on the ion state distribution. The 

photoelectronn spectra are in qualitative agreement with the (1+1) ZEKE spectrum taken in the 

samee energy region. No support is found for the calculated ZEKE spectrum, which is in 

significantt disagreement with the experimental ZEKE spectrum. 
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8.11 Introduction 

Photodissociationn plays an important role in atmospheric chain reactions [1] and is a 

commonn process in interstellar clouds [2]. It is also the starting reaction in many laser sources 

[1].. Research on the photodissociation of small polyatomic molecules can give detailed 

informationn on the dynamics of this process. Studies on the photodissociation of methyl 

iodidee have served as a benchmark in this respect. 

Methyll iodide is a molecule of C3V symmetry, with a ...{a\f{ef 'AJ ground state 

electronicc configuration. The vibrational modes of CH3I can be divided into three totally 

symmetricc ones [the C-H stretch (vi), the umbrella mode (v2), and the C-I stretch (v3)] and 

threee vibrational modes of e symmetry [the antisymmetric C-H stretch (V4), the CH3 

deformationn mode (v5), and the H3C-I bending mode (\(,)] [3]. 

Thee first excited states of methyl iodide arise from the excitation of a nonbonding 5p7t 

iodinee electron to a C-I antibonding orbital (5p7i -> a*). The five states resulting from this 

excitationn are of A, If, E+, £" and n symmetry, if the molecule is considered as having Ccov 

symmetryy for the moment. These states form a broad, featureless absorption band beginning 

att approximately 32000 cm"1 with its maximum at about 38000 cm"1 [4] and are designated as 

thee A band. One-photon excitation to this band results in direct dissociation of the molecule, 

yieldingg methyl radicals (X Aj) and iodine atoms in the P3/2 electronic ground state as well 

ass in the 2P\a spin-orbit excited state. 

Thee A band photodissociation can be studied by means of photoelectron spectroscopy. 

Withh this method, the A band is excited after which the molecule is ionized by subsequent 

absorptionn of another photon. In this way, the wave function of the dissociative intermediate 

statee is mapped onto the ionic ground state. By analysis of the kinetic energies of the 

photoelectrons,, the vibrational states in which the ions are formed can be determined, which 

givess some insight into the A band dissociation dynamics. 

Apartt from conventional photoelectron spectroscopy, the ZEKE-PFI (zero-kinetic-energy 

pulsed-fieldd ionization) technique [5] can similarly be applied to study the photodissociation 

dynamicss of the A band of methyl iodide. In these experiments [6-8], a narrow "slice" of very 

high-nn (typically about n=180 to 200) Rydberg states converging upon the vibrational states 

off the ion is excited by absorption of one photon from the A band. After a delay time in the 

orderr of a microsecond, these states are field ionized by a pulsed electric field. One-colour 

ZEKEE spectra have been obtained by scanning the laser wavelength while monitoring the 
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ZEKEE electrons. These spectra show an intense vibrational progression in the v3 mode and 

weakerr 3n2' and 3n6l combination bands, which are not observed in one-photon ZEKE- [8] 

andd photoelectron [9] spectra. These progressions reflect the vibrational modes that are 

involvedd in the dissociation of the molecule. 

Thee (1+1) ZEKE spectra have been calculated by Abrashkevich and Shapiro, who 

appliedd a theory of continuum mediated two-photon ionization to the case of CH3I for which 

thee first photon excites a purely repulsive electronic state [10]. In contrast to what is observed 

inn the experimental ZEKE results, the 2n3m combination bands are prominent in their 

calculations,, while the intensity of the high 3n peaks is very low. Abrashkevich and Shapiro 

foundd disagreements by factors as large as 200 when their calculated continuous-wave (CW) 

relativee intensities (see their Figures 2 and 7) were normalized to the most intense ZEKE peak 

inn the spectra of Strobel et al. [7]. They also calculated spectra for pump-probe delay times 

varyingg from 0.01 to 0.7 psec. For these cases, disagreement with the experimental ZEKE 

spectraa was even greater. 

Thee experimental results can only give insight into the dissociation process if the line 

intensitiess in the spectra are reliable, i.e. reflect the dissociation dynamics. The signal 

intensityy corresponding to a specific state of the resulting ion is proportional to the product of 

thee probability of excitation of the ZEKE "slice" of Rydberg states with ion cores in that 

specificc state and the probability of survival of the excited states in a state which can be field-

ionizedd by the electric field pulse with essentially unit efficiency. It is useful to consider 

possiblee anomalous intensities due to these two factors separately. 

Thee first factor, the probability of excitation of ZEKE states, can be greatly affected by 

thee interaction of the ZEKE states with so-called interloper or superexcited states [11], usually 

memberss of Rydberg series converging to higher energy limits, which can influence the 

oscillatorr strength as well as the lifetimes of the ZEKE states. Such perturbations are so 

pervasivee that relative intensities in ZEKE spectra should always be suspect in the absence of 

otherr information. 

Thee second factor affecting ZEKE intensity, namely the survival probability of ZEKE 

states,, has been invoked to explain the large discrepancies between the theoretical and 

experimentall ZEKE spectra. Abrashkevich and Shapiro suggested that the differences 

betweenn the calculated and measured ZEKE spectra arise from effects of external ions on the 
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lifetimess of the ZEKE states [10]. They concluded that the ZEKE line intensities are not 

simplyy proportional to the population of ionic core states. 

Schultzz and Fischer have recently tested the validity of the measured ZEKE spectra by 

takingg two photoelectron spectra in the relevant energy region [12]. The relevance of the 

photoelectronn spectra lies in the fact that they do not depend on lifetimes of ZEKE states 

whichh can be affected by ion density under certain conditions. Schultz and Fischer interpreted 

theirr spectra as supporting the experimental ZEKE spectra. However, they ignored the 

presencee and possible influence of superexcited states at the two chosen wavelengths. 

Inn the present much more extensive study, the total ionization signal is measured as a 

functionn of wavelength in order to display the structured continua in which the ZEKE states 

aree embedded. Photoelectron spectra are taken at both the observed autoionizing features and 

inn energy regions which are relatively free of autoionization. In this way, the influence of 

autoionizingg resonances on the ionic state distribution is studied. 

8.22 Experimental 

Thee experimental setup has been described in detail previously [13,14]. Briefly, the 

experimentss were performed using a Lumonics HyperDye 500 dye laser (bandwidth -0.08 

cm'1)) operating on Coumarin 500, which is pumped by a XeCl excimer laser (Lumonics 

HyperExx 460), with a pulse width of-10 ns. The dye laser output was frequency-doubled in a 

Lumonicss HyperTrak 1000 unit using an angle-tuned BBO crystal. The output radiation was 

focusedd (f.l.=25 mm) into a "magnetic bottle" photoelectron spectrometer. This spectrometer 

allowss for a collection efficiency of 50 % for the detection of the photoelectrons. The energy 

scalee of the photoelectrons was calibrated using (2+1) resonance enhanced multiphoton 

ionizationn of xenon via a known excited state [15]. 

InIn the ionization region of this spectrometer, two grids are mounted on the magnetic pole 

facess which are employed for the application of static or pulsed electric fields. Since in the 

presentt experiments photoelectrons are formed with very low kinetic energies, a negative 

staticc field (-14.5 V/cm) was used in order to accelerate these electrons. The employed 

electricc field hampered the resolution in the photoelectron spectra: without electric field a 

resolutionn of 16 meV (FWHM) was achieved for xenon, whereas with an electric field a 

resolutionn of 25 meV was obtained. 

CH3II (99 %) was introduced into the ionization chamber via an effusive inlet. During the 

experimentss the sample was cooled down to 0 °C. 
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One-photonn wavelength (cm ) 
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•• Figure 1 

Two-photonTwo-photon ionization spectrum in the energy range 39200-40400 cm'1, obtained by 

monitoringmonitoring the total electron current in a (1 + 1) REMPI process via the A band of methyl 

iodide.iodide. The arrows indicate the positions at which photoelectron spectra were taken. The 

photoelectronphotoelectron spectra taken at positions which are marked with an asterisk are presented in 

FiguresFigures 2 to 6. 

8.33 Results and discussion 

Thee two-photon total ionization spectrum, measured by monitoring the total electron 

current,, is shown in Figure 1. Two-photon photoelectron spectra were taken at thirteen 

wavelengthss above the lowest combination band 2*3', as well as one below, so that 

comparisonss could be made between such combination bands and the 3" bands which 

dominatee the ZEKE spectra. The wavelengths were chosen in some cases to coincide with 

autoionizingg structure in the total ionization spectrum. Photoelectron spectra were also taken 

att wavelengths which are as free as possible of autoionization, although spectral congestion, 

especiallyy at higher energies, made it impossible to avoid completely such effects. 
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Photoelectronn spectra are not directly comparable with ZEKE spectra. A photoelectron 

spectrumm is obtained by analyzing the final ionic states that are formed at a fixed excitation 

energy.. A ZEKE spectrum, on the contrary, is recorded by scanning over the ionic states. In 

thee case of one-colour ZEKE experiments, the pump and probe energies are scanned 

simultaneously,, so that an energy range of the A band is excited. This also means that the 

photoelectronn spectra give information that cannot be obtained from the ZEKE spectra, and 

vicee versa. 

Figuree 2 shows a photoelectron spectrum taken at an energy corresponding to the 

ionizationn minimum between two autoionizing features. The most intense PES features, aside 

fromm the 3° origin band, correspond to a progression in 3n with perhaps a barely detectable 

213'' band. The spectrum resembles the ZEKE spectrum semi-quantitatively. Figure 3 is again 

takenn at an ionization minimum immediately next to a prominent autoionizing feature 

identifiedd as a 31 core (with 3° origin at 78740 cm"1). Again the most intense excited features 

aree members of the 3" progression. Figure 4 is taken only 12 cm"1 (at the two-photon level) 

fromm the previous figure, but on the autoionizing feature. In order to understand the effects of 

Rydbergg states converging upon the first excited 2Ei/2 ionic state on the photoionization 

process,, it is necessary to consider the mechanism of their autoionization. This autoionization 

iss due to spin-orbit interaction, a special case of electronic autoionization, which is governed 

byy the Franck-Condon principle. In the case of Rydberg states of CH3I, the Franck-Condon 

factorss are expected to be very nearly diagonal, since the initial E1/2 Rydberg state and final 
2E3/22 ion state have essentially identical geometries and vibrational force constants. Therefore, 

thiss resonance can be identified as having a 31 excited core on the basis of the intensity of the 

3 ll peak in the photoelectron spectrum. Again, the other prominent peaks correspond to 

memberss of the 3n progression, the most intense being 34, which is also the most intense 

featuree of the ZEKE spectrum. The 2*3' and 2 l32 bands are barely, if at all, detectable. Figure 

55 presents the photoelectron spectrum on the 3 member of this progression. Again the 3 is 

veryy prominent as are other members. Figure 6 shows the photoelectron spectrum taken at 

anotherr minimum in the total ionization spectrum. The photoelectron peaks corresponding to 

vibrationall excitation are nearly all members of the 3n progression, with 35 being especially 

intense,, while 2'3' and 2]32 are nearly undetectable. None of the photoelectron spectra show 

anyy evidence for intense 2m3n bands. In contrast, aside from the intense origin peak, members 

off the 3" progression dominate all spectra. 
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PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectrum of methyl iodide between the 2E3/2 and 2EI/2 ionic limits, obtained in a 

(1(1 +1) process via the A band, at a one-photon energy of 39403.8 cm'1. 
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•• Figure 3 

PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectrum of methyl iodide between the 2E3/2 and 2Em ionic limits, obtained in a 

(1+1)(1+1) process via the A band, at a one-photon energy of 39575.8 cm'. 
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PhotoeleclronPhotoeleclron spectrum of methyl iodide between the 2E3/2 and El/2 ionic limits, obtained in a 

(1(1 +1) process via the A band, at a one-photon energy of 39604.0 cm' . 
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•• Figure 5 

PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectrum of methyl iodide between the 2E3/2 and Em ionic limits, obtained in a 

(1+1)(1+1) process via the A band, at a one-photon energy of 39840.6 cm' . 
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PhotoelectronPhotoelectron spectrum of methyl iodide between the 2E3/2 and 2El/2 ionic limits, obtained in a 

(1+1)(1+1) process via the A band, at a one-photon energy of 39741.0 cm'1. 

Inn the ZEKE spectrum of the 2E,/2 state, Strobel et al. find that the prominent peaks are 

memberss of the 3n progression and the 21 peak, while the 2m3n combination peaks are much 

weaker,, as in the E3/2 ZEKE spectrum. While we have not made an extensive effort to 

identifyy all the vibrationally excited states corresponding to the peaks of the total ionization 

spectrum,, the few identifications we have made on the bases of the photoelectron spectra, 

especiallyy that of 31, support the ZEKE spectrum of Strobel el al. which has 31 as the most 

intensee vibrationally excited state. 

8.44 Conclusion 

Inn summary, the relative intensities of the photoelectron spectra are so affected by 

interactionn with the congested features seen in the total ionization spectrum that precise 

quantitativee comparison with ZEKE spectra cannot be made easily. There are also some 

differencess between a photoelectron spectrum taken at one energy and a ZEKE spectrum 

whichh is taken over a range of energies thus probing an energy range of the A band. 

Nevertheless,, the many photoelectron spectra taken over the entire energy range of the ZEKE 

spectraa provide overwhelming qualitative and even semi-quantitative support for the validity 
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off the ZEKE spectra and provide no support for the calculations of Abrashkevich and 

Shapiro. . 
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Samenvatting g 

Inn dit proefschrift worden de resultaten van resonant versterkte multifotonionisatie 

fotoelektronspectroscopiee (REMPI-PES) experimenten aan een aantal kleine moleculen 

gepresenteerd.. De onderwerpen die behandeld worden, kunnen in twee categorieën verdeeld 

worden.. In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift worden de spectroscopische eigenschappen van 

aangeslagenn toestanden van NH3/ND3, N2O en Xe2 behandeld. De invloed van 

supergeëxciteerdee toestanden op fotoionisatie- en fotodissociatieprocessen in H2 en CH3I 

wordtt beschreven in de laatste drie hoofdstukken. 

Dee gebruikte experimentele techniek is een combinatie van resonant versterkte 

multifotonionisatiee (REMPI) en fotoelektronspectroscopie (PES). In een REMPI experiment 

wordtt een molecuul geïoniseerd in twee stappen. Eerst wordt een aangeslagen toestand 

bevolktt door gelijktijdige absorptie van een aantal fotonen. Vervolgens wordt het molecuul 

geïoniseerdd door verdere absorptie van één of meer fotonen, hetgeen resulteert in de vorming 

vann ionen en fotoelektronen. Door de lasergolflengte te verstemmen en de elektronen- of de 

ionenstroomm te meten, worden de aangeslagen toestanden geïdentificeerd. Aanvullende 

informatiee kan verkregen worden door de fotoelektronen te analyseren naar hun kinetische 

energieën,, resulterend in een fotoelektronspectrum. Dit spectrum bevat informatie over het 

spectroscopischh karakter van de resonant geëxciteerde toestand en de dynamica van het 

ionisatieproces. . 

Behalvee voor identificatie van aangeslagen elektronentoestanden, is de REMPI-PES 

techniekk in dit proefschrift ook gebruikt voor de bestudering van fotodissociatieprocessen in 

H2.. In deze experimenten wordt door dissociatie van het molecuul het ene H atoom in de 

grondtoestandd en het andere H atoom in een aangeslagen toestand gevormd. De aangeslagen 

fragmentenn worden onder de experimentele condities geïoniseerd door absorptie van een extra 

foton.. De aangeslagen toestanden waarin deze fragmenten gevormd worden, kunnen hierdoor 

bepaaldd worden met behulp van fotoelektronspectroscopie, waarmee informatie verkregen 

wordtt over de dynamica van het dissociatieproces. 

Verschillendee aspecten van de REMPI-PES experimenten worden kort toegelicht in 

hoofdstukk 1. De experimentele opstelling wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 2. 

Inn hoofdstuk 3 worden enkele illustratieve resultaten van REMPI en REMPI-PES 

experimentenn aan NH3 en ND3 gepresenteerd. Aan de hand hiervan wordt toegelicht dat 
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REMPII in combinatie met fotoelektronspectroscopie een zeer geschikte techniek is om hoog 

aangeslagenn elektronentoestanden in kleine moleculen in detail te identificeren. Deze studie is 

uitgevoerdd in samenwerking met de groep van Prof. M.N.R. Ashfold (Bristol University, 

U.K.).. Zij hebben de symmetrie van de waargenomen elektronentoestanden toegekend op 

basiss van bandvorm simulaties en quantum defect overwegingen. Het in Amsterdam 

uitgevoerdee REMPI-PES onderzoek is een goed voorbeeld van de manier waarop deze 

techniekk gebruikt kan worden voor de bepaling van vibrationele quantumgetallen en de 

identificatiee van aangeslagen elektronentoestanden. 

Dee resultaten van een (3+1) REMPI-PES studie aan Rydbergtoestanden van het N20 

molecuull worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. In het energiegebied vanaf 80000 cm" tot aan 

dee laagste ionisatielimiet bij 103963 cm"1 zijn Rydbergtoestanden van de nsa, npa en nprc 

seriess geïdentificeerd. De waargenomen toestanden zijn gekarakteriseerd in termen van 

Hund'ss case a/b of c koppelingsschema's. De hogergelegen resonanties vertonen vaak 

vibronischee koppeling met vibronische niveaus van lagergelegen Rydbergtoestanden. 

Hierdoorr kunnen diverse leden behorende tot een reeks Rydbergtoestanden worden 

waargenomenn in een enkel fotoelektronspectrum. 

Inn hoofdstuk 5 worden vier "gerade" Rydbergtoestanden van het xenon dimeer 

bestudeerdd met REMPI-PES en waar mogelijk met ZEKE-PFI. De ZEKE-PFI techniek berust 

opp excitatie van hoog aangeslagen Rydbergtoestanden, die vervolgens door een gepulst 

elektrischh veld geïoniseerd worden. Op deze manier wordt de resolutie in principe alleen 

bepaaldd door de bandbreedte van de laser. De bestudeerde toestanden zijn de lg toestand met 

eenn Xe lS0 + Xe* 6s[3/2]i dissociatielimiet, de 0g toestand met een Xe 'S0 + Xe* 6s[3/2]i 

dissociatielimiet,, de toestand bij -78000 cm"1 met een Xe 'S0 + Xe* 6p[5/2]2 dissociatielimiet, 

enn de 0* toestand met een Xe % + Xe* 5d[5/2]3 dissociatielimiet. Bediscussieerd wordt 

welkee iontoestanden de kern vormen van deze Rydbergtoestanden. De toepassing van de 

ZEKE-PFII techniek op aangeslagen fragmenten die gevormd zijn door excitatie van de 0g 

toestandd met een Xe 'So + Xe* 5d[5/2]3 dissociatielimiet, heeft tot een nauwkeurige bepaling 

vann de dissociatie-energie van deze toestand geleid. 

Dee resultaten van het onderzoek aan de ionisatie- en dissociatieprocessen in H2 die 

optredenn na één-foton absorptie vanuit de B ^ J toestand worden gegeven in hoofdstuk 6 en 

7.. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een (3+1) REMPI-PES studie voor excitatie via verschillende 
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rovibrationelee niveaus van de B toestand gepresenteerd, die is uitgevoerd in samenwerking 

mett Prof. WJ van der Zande (AMOLF, Amsterdam). De vibratie- en rotatieniveaus waarin de 

ionenn gevormd worden, blijken sterk afhankelijk te zijn van de vier-foton energie. Dit 

resultaatt wordt verklaard door de invloed die gebonden vibratieniveaus van enkelvoudig 

aangeslagenn Rydbergtoestanden op het ionisatieproces hebben. De dissociatieprocessen die 

optredenn na één-foton absorptie vanuit de B toestand zijn in het verleden gerationaliseerd 

doorr de excitatie van dubbel-geëxciteerde repulsieve toestanden. De gemeten verdelingen van 

dee geëxciteerde fragmenten over het hoofdquantumgetal n en de simulaties van deze 

verdelingenn geven echter een sterke aanwijzing dat de excitatie van vibrationele continua van 

enkelvoudigg aangeslagen Rydbergtoestanden in belangrijke mate bijdraagt aan de dissociatie 

inn H(n > 3) fragmenten. 

Meerr bewijsmateriaal voor het belang van de excitatie van deze vibrationele continua 

voorr dissociatieprocessen in H2 wordt gegeven in hoofdstuk 7. In dit hoofdstuk worden (1+1') 

REMPII experimenten beschreven die uitgevoerd zijn op de Vrije Universiteit te Amsterdam 

inn samenwerking met de groep van dr. W. Ubachs. Door vanaf een rovibrationeel niveau van 

dee B toestand continu te scannen over de H(n=l) + H(n=3) dissociatie limiet kon bepaald 

wordenn dat H(n=3) fragmenten gevormd worden zodra deze limiet overschreden wordt. Deze 

waarnemingg is verklaard door de excitatie van vibrationele continua van enkelvoudig 

aangeslagenn Rydbergtoestanden. De excitatie van een dubbelaangeslagen repulsieve toestand 

opp grote internucleaire afstand kan echter niet geheel uitgesloten worden. 

Inn hoofdstuk 8 wordt een (1+1) REMPI-PES studie aan CH3I voor excitatie via de 

dissociatievee A band met een twee-foton energie tussen de 2E3/2 en de 2Em iontoestanden 

gepresenteerd.. Dit onderzoek is tot stand gekomen in samenwerking met Prof. W.A. Chupka 

(Yalee University, New Haven, U.S.A.). Fotoelektronspectra zijn gemeten zowel op de 

waargenomenn autoioniserende resonanties als in energiegebieden die relatief vrij zijn van 

autoionisatie.. De spectra tonen aan dat deze resonanties een grote invloed hebben op het 

ionisatieproces.. Desondanks kan vastgesteld worden dat onze fotoelektronspectra kwalitatief 

overeenkomenn met het experimentele (1+1) ZEKE spectrum. Er is geen enkele indicatie 

gevondenn voor de geldigheid van het onlangs berekende (1+1) ZEKE spectrum, dat sterk 

afwijktt van het experimentele ZEKE spectrum. 
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